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FAR FROM PERFECT

HOTEL HOUSING

UCF and Marriott are in·
negotiations for downtown student housing

Big first half fuels UCF victory, but
O'Leary expects more -SEESPORTS,A7

-SEE NEWS, A3

FREE • Published Monda s, Wednesdays and Frida s.

.

·After forming with five
groups, the Multicultural
Student Center is looking to
swell to 27.
·The restructuring was partly
caused by student fears of a
lack of d\versity.
• Members are still undecided .
about whether or not
religious groups should be
admitted to the organization.

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com • Wednesdarr September 6, 2006
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MSC restructuring to add more group diversity
Umbrella group hopes to gain 20 new groups
CHANDNI KHATRI
StaffWriter

Student leaders are restructuring the Multicultural Student Center in an attempt to
make the agency more diverse
and inclusive of campus cultures.
Only seven of 27 registered
student o.rganizatfons that
identified themselves as cul-

tural/ethnic organizations are
part of the MSC.
The Student Government
Association founded the MSC,
ati umbrella organization in the
Office of Student Involvement,
in 2002 to increase 'cultural
awareness on campus and to
create programs to ed'ucate
and enlighten students about
diversity. Five charter organizations ::- African American

Student Union, Caribbean Students' Association, Elements (a
hip-hop group), Hispanic
American Student Association
and Sangam (the Indian Students Association) .,---- were
joined in Spring 2005 by the
International Students Association and the African Student
Association.
Asian-Pacific Islander students, who according to the

Office of Institutional Research
are the third-largest·minority
group at UCF, had been left out
of the MSC almost entirely,
with the exception of Sangam.
"The latest study by the
Office of Diversity Initiatives
showed that .Asian Americans
are the least content out of any
student group with their life at
UCF," said Ricky Ly, chair of
the Asian Pacific American
Coalition. "With reasons cited
such as lack of cultural pro.gramming and laak of under-

standing by university officials,
and very little has been done to
resolve these concerns.
"UCF prides itself on being
a university which has one of
its mission statements to be
mpre inclusive and diverse,
and yet·it does little to nothing
to support multicultural students.
"The MSC is a largely student-driven, student-led entity
that is understaffed and grossly
PLEASE SEE

STUDENTS ON A6

Campus·Master Plan builds hope,
anxiety for student community ·
ALEX WALL
Contributing Writer

In the life of an average American
college student. stress is chiefly attributed to academics, finances and social
lives. This isn't so at UCF, where "oncampus .construction hazards" are
included among many students'
notable aggravators. First-week P.arking
hassles were only exacerbated by traffic
redirections all along Gemini Boulevard and a parking garage that.looms
near completion.
· UCF has already announced arid
touted its 10-year academic timelin!!, a
plan that necessarily incorporates certain changes to the face of the campus,
but many of
projects' scopes and
directions remain both a mystery and a
frustration for the student populace.
Most of the current ongoing projects
are a part of the Camp\ts Master Plan,
according to the UCF Facilities Plannin~ office. The plan, while its ramifica-
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tions have been lambasted as contrived
by many students, incorporates all of
the major aspects that govern the survival and growth of a campus, covering
a vast range of 17 key elements, from
academics to conservation to transportation to urban design to the eagerly
anticipated stadium. Professors and
professionals from all fields were·
pulled to cooperate on the drafting of
the plan, which has gone through several major rewrites since its inception in
2001 and its initial approval in 2003.
Some students, like Shaun Notman,
agree that the hassle is a fair trade-off. "I
think that everyone likes to complain
about redirecting traffic;• he said, referencing the Gemini Boulevard Realignment project that broke ground only
few days before the first week of fall
classes, "but as a part of the massive
undertaking for the expansion, it will
provide UCF with so many more

a
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CONSTRUCTION ON A3

Planetary misfit Pluto downgraded Nevv administration changes
hovv UCF fans ·do football

Astronomy professors,
students happy with
new planet definition

. JENNY ANDREASSON
StaffWriter

ROBYN SIDERSKY
Contributing Writer

I

"'

The world's population has always
known our ·solar system to have nine
planets including tmy and distant
Pluto. However, the International
Astronomical Union met in late
August to revise the definition of a
planet
During the August 24 meeting of
the General Assembly consisting of
more than 2,500 astronomers, six resolutions were put into 'place, the most
significant being the designation of
ANDY JOCOBSOHN /,CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Pluto a5 a "dwarf planet."
Paul Gardner, the observatory manager, gazes up through the main telescope at the Robinson Observatory on
A dwarf planet is defined by the campus. Many astronomers are happy with the new definition of a planet,which made Pluto a dwarf planet.
IAU as a celestial body that is in orbit
planet outside Pluto's orbit
around the Sun, has sufficient mass for . its orbit, and is not a satellite.
The IAU predicts that more celesCurrently, there are two other
its self-gravity to overcome rigid body
forces so that it assumes a hydrostatic celestial bodies officially designated tial bodies will be designated as dwarf
equilibrium (nearly round) shape, has as dwarf planets: Ceres, a dwarf planet
PLEASESEE PLANET ON A5
not cleared the neighborhood around in the asteroid belt, and UB313, a dwarf
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. The Student Government Association and the UCF Foundation are
sponsoring buses to all home football
games this season.
A total of 25 buses will puU into
the Visual Arts Building parking lot
on game days; 20 buses will leave
VAB at 2 p.m. and five will leave at 4
p.m. Round-trip tickets cost $3 and
are available at the SGA Ticket Center. Tickets must be purchased 48
hours in advance.
"SGA is very excited to sponsor
the game day buses," said.SGA President Mark White in a press releas~.
The UCF Foundation, UCF's official fundraising organization, played
an instrumental part in making this
event possible. The foundation
donated $10,000 and SGA spent
$18,000.
"It is great to see the university
and community partners supporting
this cause through their support of

the UCF Foundation," White said.
"There is no way we could have subsidized the costs for students if it
wasn't for their support."
Students are allowed to store one
large item, such as a cooler, chair or
grill, in the storage area underneath
the bus on a first come, first serve
basis.
Freshman Carlos Pineda took the
bus to the season opener against Vtllanova ~m Saturday.
The journalism-pending major
said he chose to ride the bus for the
experience. He also mentioned that
he thought it was an "easier mode of
transportation."
Freshman Andrew Rogers also
rode the bus S;iturday.
"It's a good way to meet people,"
Rogers said.
·
The buses will return from. the
Citrus Bowl 30 minutes after the conclusion of the game.
Some students expressed conPLEASE SEE BUSES ON A6
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AROUND

CAMPUS

Classifieds the UCF way

News and notices for
the UCF comnumity

Part-time job fair

NATION·&
WORID

· ·

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Hunters warned to avoid woods
where fugitive may be hiding

New Web site offers students a
venue for a·variety of information

mail provides students with a list ofall
the events poste<\to SUPost that pertain to the date.
Karim wrote that SUPost will serve
college students better than other similar sites, including Craigslist, because
Karim wrote.
those sites don't provide a local sysJOCELYN HACKERT
SUPost's home page provides a list tem that serves campuses only.'
. & CORINNE SCHULER
Contributing Writer and Staff Writer
of colleges and universities that cur"Most students don't have cars and
rently participate in the new venture. prefer to interact locally with fellow
This semester a· co-founder of UCF is one of the first 12 schools to on-campus students whom they can
YouTube.com, a broadcasting Web participate with the Web site.
trust;• Karim wrote.
site with downloadable videos,
At least one UCF student agrees
Other participating schools include
launched a new online classified sys- Purdue, Stanford, the University of with Karim and sees SUPost as a Web
. tem directed toward UCF students.
Arizona, Oklahoma State University site that many students will use. ·
The
Web
site, and the University of California at
"It would definitely be helpful,''
http;//www.SUPost.com, successfully Berkeley.
creative writing major Morgan Kirk
.
launched at Stanford University last
SUJ,>ost offers students a venue to . wrote in an e-mail "I use Craigslist,
spring and was introduced atVCF as · sell anything and everything. Items for where you reach a wide varle'f ofpeoone of the second launch campuses.
sale are currently listed under head- ple, but it would be nice to have some'We selected UCF due to its large ings like: "Double Burner Stove thing specifically geared toward the
student population, higl?- usage of Thingy,'' "GameCube -Because I UCF population."
·
technology among its students and need to buy school books and I never .
And Karim believes his new Web
because no large-scale classifieds sys- play anymore" and "Free Couch," site will revolutionize the way stutem currently exists at UCF,'' which is priced at $65.
dents communicate with each other
YouTube's co-founder Jawed Karim
In addition to providing an outlet the way YouThbe revolutionized the
wrote in an e-mail to the Future.
for sales, SUPost provides students way video makers share their work
This online service provides stu- and the university a space to post
And it might even save a tree or
dents at campuses across the country event listings, services, renting infor- two·in the process.
the ability to post information. SUJ.>ost . mation and campus news. The page
"I believe that SUPost will make
provides each participating school or dedicated to UCF lists various cate- fliers virtually obsolete at UCF," Karim
university with its own Web page.
gories including personals ads, cam- wrote.
Posts include information that usu- pus jobs and a space to post resumes.
"SUPost not only streamlines
ally can be found in the classifieds secThe site also provides daily head- access to information, it also makes an
. tion ofa newspaper or a flier on a cam- . lines at the bottom of the page.
important environmental contribuAs of Tuesday there were nine tion by enabling re-use of items and
·~ ~ btJ!letin board .
.
.
· "''· Karim wrote that all kinds of mer- posts in the housing category, 18 in the recycling:'
SUPost is free for UCF students.
dise have been sold at the site's community category, two posts adverschool
tising campus jobs and no personal Students must use their UCF email
"Hundreds of cars, funiiture,. mini ads.
addresses to post or reply on the Web
·dges and even a few hamsters have
SUPost even provides a free events site to ensure all information comes
n bought and sold among Stanford newsletter that students can have sent from a currently enrolled UCF stli·
dents on SUPost . since launch," to their e-mail addre5ses daily. The e- dent.

Career Services and Experiential Learning will be holding·
a part-time job fair today at the
·Pegasus Ballroom inside the
Student Union from 10 am. to 1
p.m.'
Students will be able to discuss part-time job opportunities with both on-campus and
off-campus employers.
For more information, call
the office of Career Services
and Experiential Leaming at
(407) 823-2361.

Cover letter workshop
A workshop on creating
cover letters will be given today
from 4 p.m. to 4:45 p.m. at the
Career Resource Center, building 7F, room 185.
Those attending will learn
the functions and key components of cover letters and how
to make the best ones possible.
For more information, call
Annie Ware at (407) 823-2361.

Fundraising professionals meeting
The UCF chapter of the
Association of Fundraising Professionals will be having its first
meeting today from 4:45 p.m. to
6 p.m. in room 247 of Health
and Public Affairs II.
Those interested are invited
to become founding members
of the chapter, which seeks to
promote philanthropy and provide networking opportunities
for those in the field , .
For more inform1rtion, call
the depart~ent of Public
Administration at (407) '8232604.

FREDONIA, N.Y. - A state
police official said Monday that
-"the noose is tightening'' in the
manhunt for an escaped inmate
accused of a deadly police
ambush, and warned hunters to
stay out of the woods where the
fugitive may be hiding.
.
Many officers are scounng
the western New York woods
for Phillips, the prime suspect ~
in Thursday's ambush of troopers Donald Baker Jr., 38, and
Joseph Longobardo, 32, who
died Sunday. Baker remained in
serious condition at a hospital
Monday, police said
Phillips, 44, wounded anoth- '.
er trooper near Elmira in June
and has eluded police since his
April 2 escape from an Erie County jail
Baker and Longobardo were
in woods behind the isolated '
hilltop home of Phillips' former ,
.girlfriend when a gunman
caught them by surprise and ~ '
fired 11 high-powered rifle
rounds, police said ;Longobardo died three days after being
hit by a bullet that severed a
major artery in his leg: Baker
was wounded by a bullet that
pierced his bullet-resistant vest.
There is a $225,000 reward
for information leading to the
arrest of Phillips, who has left a
trail of burglaries and car thefts
across central and western _
New York and neighboring
Pennsylvanfu. He is also suspected of stealing 41 weapons
from a gun shop in late August, ·
including rifles of the type 'that·
could have been used in Thursday's ambush.

Movie and speed dating
CAB Cinema will be holding
a speed ' dating event, after
which there will be a showing
of The Breakup before it comes
outonDVD.
The event is being held
today from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. in
Student Union room 316CD.
Attendance is free and is
open to everyone, and there
will.be prizes and giveaways.
For more information, call
Evi Christodoulou at (407) 8236471. '

Israeli forces work toward lifting
embargo and removing troops

Graduate school seminar
A workshop on graduate and
professional schools will be
held today from 2 p.m. to 2:45
p.m. at the Career Resource
Center, building 7F, room 185.
Information on attaining
advanced degrees will be given.
For more information, call
Bill Blank at (407) 823-2361
Fr~temity reauitment

.

Recruitment for the fratermties of UCF will take place this
week, starting today and going
until Friday, September 8, from
9 p.m. to 11:45 p.m. in Greek Park
and Lake Clair.
Students are invited to come
and learn about fraternity life at
UCF.
For more information, call
Scott Kirkman at (407) 8232072.

LOCAL WEATHER TODAY IN DETAIL

. LETUSKNOW

Today

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and.want
your infQrmation to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editot@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

THUNDERSHOWERS

High:.86° Low: 74°

Today: Variable clouds with showers
and stattered·thunderstorms. Winds
south-southwest at 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight: Scattered thunderstorms
during the evening. Winds south at 5
to 10mph.

(tutted 11oiiba 1uturt
Tbe Student Newspaper at UCFsince 1968

~' Thursday .
-

High:87°
v ·~ SCATTERED T-STORMS Low:7S 0
High:89°
SCATTERED T-STORMS Low:76°

Friday

BEIRUT, Lebanon - Israeli
forces left five villages in southern Lebanon and were replaced
Tuesday by Lebanese troops,
and U.N. Secretary-General
Kofi Annan said he expected
progress .within 48 hours on
efforts to have Israel lift its
blockade under a behind-thescenes deal negotiated in recent
days.
The Lebanese troops moved
into the center of a Hezbollah
stronghold devastated by
weeks of fighting, witnesses
and the U.N. peacekeeping mission said
U.N. peacekeepers patrolled
the area and set up new check. points before Lebanese forces
'took over. ,A U.N. force is
preparing to expand from 2,000
to 15,000 troops and deploy
throughout ¢.e south with an
equal number of Lebanese soldiers as Israeli forces withdraw.
The
Israeli
army
spokesman's office confirmed
that troops had pulled out ofthe
towns and surrounding areas,
and said the withdrawal would
continue in stages in the coming days. Israel withdrew most
of its forces after the cease-fire
took effect, leaving small numbers in some border villages
where Hezbollah is active.
Lebanon is' struggling under
an Israeli embargo that has kept
out all traffic except for some
' commercial and aid flights into
Beirut·airport and some cargo
ships carrying aid
PLEASE SEE
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We are committed to understanding what you want before
we even start your hair, so you get it your way.

..

We want you to look and feel your best every day because we're
here to create your best hair "DO" and your perfect hair "DYE"m

4EK Welcome Back BBQ

• Color
• Corrective Color .
• Perms
• Braiding
• Hilites-Lowlites
• Men's &Women's Haircuts
• formal S~ling &Up-Do's.
To make yout appointment:

407-658-,212

l\londay. Sept. 18@ 5 p.m.

All 4EVER KNIGHTS members are invited to .an
Open House at the FAIRWINDS Alumni Center!
Come learn how you can get more involved with
the 4EVER KNIGHTS Student Alumni Association..
Enjoy a FREE BBQ dinner, giveaways, raffles,
music and lots of festivities to kick off fall 2006.

12263 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Behind McDonald's

.

Please RSVP by. calling (407) UCF~ALUM.
Seati g is limited to the. first 300 peopla, ~all n9w!

• FULBRIGHT PROGRAM (Seniors, grads &grad students)

Sept. 19, 2006

• GILMAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOLAR (Pell Required)

Sept. 26, 2006

. • FREEMAN-ASIA (Undergrad Study in Asia)

'

Od.18,2006

• NSEP-BOREN Graduate Scholarship

(UCF Deadline) Jan. 5, 2001

• NSEP-BOREN Undergraduate Scholarship

(UCF Deadline) Jan.15, 2007

\V\V\v.i n1e n 1dlirn 1al .u cf. eclu
Students with an interest in these programs should contact Rusty Okoniewski at the UCF Office of
International Studies promptly. (Ph: 407-882-2306; E-mail: RustvO@mait.ud.edu; located at:
Research Pavilion, 12424 R~rch Parkway, Suite 395, Orlando, Fl 32816).~or more information and .
links to programs, visit our . «ebsite at: www.intemational.ud.edu. Cliclr·.m "Current News" scroll. '
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, Purchase rumors abound
..l

UCF might be in negotiation to buy
_, hotel to house students of new school
'

CHRISTINE MULLEN
Contributing Writer
.'

Is it too far-fetched to
believe that you could travel ·
from your Digital Media
1
Development class to your
apartment without leaving the
building? Perhaps not as farfetched as it sounds.
Rumors have been floating
around the downtown Florida
Interactive · Entertainment .
; Academy campus, a recent
expansion of UCF, for several
weeks about the possible purchase by the school of the
> Marriott hotel which is already .
connected to the school by a
large hallway.
After speaking with Gener,l
al Manager Mark Moravec of
the Marriott, the matter of the
purchase was left a mystery.
,i The only information he could
providtr was that so far the
hotel has been negotiating
with developers to buy the
J "building and rent out the
rooms as student housing.
"It looks pretty · good,''
; Moravec said He claimed that
he didn't have any direct correlation with the purchase of
the hotel or with UCF.
However, Dean Terri Hjck- ·
ey seems to have a different
perspective on the purchase
situation.
1
•
''UCF may have an opportunity to purchase [the hotel];
however, to my speculation
-~ they will not,'' Hickey said. He
also admitted to not have
direct association with the
matters.
On August 18, UCF President John Hitt was scheduled

.

to meet with Beth Barnes,
associate corporate secretary,
for a telephone conference
about the UCF purchase of the
downtown Marriott. The
meeting never took place and
has yet to be rescheduled
In the conference call,
many things were planned to
be discussed that had a very
specific returning viewpoint,
the focus not being necessarily
UCF-related
In the proposed lease contract of the purchase, it is
noted that the "expansion of
educational facilities in the
downtown core is a revitalization strategy identified and
encouraged in the Downtown
Orlando Community Redevelopment Area plan." Furthermore, the FIEA school would
"assist in the growth of the
high wage digital media industry in Orlando."
The contract even· stipulates the purcbase "will provide significant ecorioµiic benefits to the City and its
residents, and will serve as a
catalyst for economic development in downtown Orlando."
Even though the .investment would be made by UCF,
under these terms the university would only be contracted
to provide housing for 51 percent of the population of the
dormitories to UCF students.
The remaining 49 percent
could be student$ from other
schools that are located near
the Marriott.
In addition, the c;:ontract
outlines that UCF can also
have "support services" which
~elude food services, faculty

and staff accommodations and
retail on the premises.
UCF would also be responsible for providing parking for
the Student Housing Center if
the contract is signed
The contract's scheduled
' turnover of property to UCF is
a wide span of time stretching
into June of 2010, leaving a lot
of time for planning of the
development.
Student Ryan Garvey was
excited by the idea of this possible purchase.
"There of course would be
two ·sides to the coin. On one
side you are more motivated to·
talk to a profe~sor since they
are located in the same building that you live in," Garvey
said. "But on the other side you
would be living in the largest
nightlife spot of Orlando. ·
''.Also being constantly surrounded by your focus of your
major with all of the things
that downtown provides the
public, it would definitely
affect a student's creativity
level"
This investment is one of
the objectives of the city and, if
made, it could be a huge step
forward ·for college development.
Time can only tell what the
school will do about this matter. With so many different
focuses of growth for the university, it is difficult to say
w:µich is the biggest and which
.., goal will happen first.
Any student could only
hope that this goes through;
having a spread in the highlight of one of the largest cities
of Florida with the ability to
learn and experience your
· forte first-hand with every
turn is a dream for a digital
media major.

•
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EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
Everyone 18+ welcome. VIP Special $~00 bottles of Grey
Goose! FREE admission un'll 12 for all! Discounted admission

with College ID, ALL NIGHT LONG!
I

Construction prior_ities annoy some
"- FROM

A1

resources and bring more pres" tige to the university."
Application of this Master
Plan, however, is shuddering
toward pragmatic execution on
> the renovation front. The Gemini Boulevard Realignment,
while interfering in daily campus life, is ostensibly an indefinite project with no estimated
date of completion. In fact, of
the 10 projects currently under
·' construction on campus, projected COIIlpletion dates have
been given to only three: Parking Garage V, December 2006;
,; the CREOL .building expansion, November 2006; and the
Psychology building, January
2007.

i

)

Forty-eight other projects
are in some stage of review,
conceptual design or subcontractor bidding, totaling over
$690 million in campus renovation costs. Given that fees
have already been raised for

BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Road dosures have been a common sight on
campus due to the ongoing construction.

this academic year, many students want a say in which projects are prioritized ·
"I think it's good that the
campus is gettirig larger and
UCF seems to be trying to
make up for the increased
enrollment, however, they
should already be building
another parking garage or two,
and the Classroom II building,
and focusing less on things like
the gigantic sports project,"
said senior Donald Plungis.

The Wayne Densch Athletic
Sports Complex is the most
expensive of the additions to
the campus.
Irene Culican, an English literature major, said she ''would
feel better if more things were
being built for the humanities."
Though the current designs
make some allowances for the
humanities - projects like an
Arts Complex II and ill, Classroom Building II - they're not
going to be completed, perhaps
even started, in the foreseeable·
future.
,
Though the implementation of the projects has been
met with divisiveness and general frustration from the student body, the Campus Master
Plan, of which the construction
changes are an integral part,
promises drastic increases in
vital resources to support its
chief and foremost objective:
"To offer the best undergraduate education in the state 9f
Florida"

"If you have built castle;
in the air, your work need
not be lost; that is where
they should be. Now put
foundations under them."
Henry David Thoreau
}

)

>

The University Writi
;

Come visit us, . and we will help you create those foundations.

. )

407.823.2197

www.uwc.ucf.edu

.

,

.
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•

FREE DRINKS for all 21+ until MIDNIGHT! 7~-;--~

•

$2 domestics
and 2 for l shots after Midnight!
.,

* VIP g,uests enjoy $100 bottle special
,•

on select bottles. 3 guests per bottle.
•

VIP Reservations

407.981.7500

$_
100 bottles of Grey Goose Vodka
122 W. Church Street, Orlando, FL 32801 • 407 .849.0BOB • www.clubparis.net
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What's in the news at

colleges around the country

Economic development eush fuels
debate at Iowa universities
IOWA CITY, Iowa -The
push to harness the economic
power of the state's universities has created a debate over
whether the pursuit of profit is
overshadowing education.
The Legislature gave the
state's three universities $20
million this year·for economic
development proposals, such ·
as business startups and hiring
DAVID DUPREY I ASSOCIATED PRESS
faculty who can generate · State Trooper ~obby Anger makes a sign thanking the community for their s_upport at a
patents, inventions or business
checkpoint in Stockton, N.Y., Tuesday. Officers are ~rching for fugitive Ralph Phillips. '
ideas that can benefit the state
FROM A2
of Iowa.
,
ng the artificial hearts at five
The money can't be used
hospitals around the country,
'We all are working very once doctor training is comfor general education spendhard and with a good will," plete. The devices are fully
ing, such as faculty salaries or
Annan
said of the Israeli contained within the chest,
higher energy costs.
blockade of Lebanon. 'We with no outside wires.
Some university faculty say
should be able to resolve it
it's reasonable to expect more
Abiomed is targeting men
within the next 48 hours."
from institutions that get about
-but not precluding women
Annan is counting on the - with heart failure who are
half their money from the
deployment of the French, too sick for a heart transplant,
state.
Italian and Greek vessels to have exhausted other options
Others are concerned that
convince Israel that an arms and are likely to die within a
the emphasis on economic
embargo on Hezbollah will month. The current device is
development will detract from
not be weakened with the lift- too large for about 90 percent
the universities' mission of
ing of its naval and air block- of U.S. women and many
education.
ade.
· men. The company is develUniversity of Iowa leaders
The war began July 12 oping a smaller version.
said young faculty should
when Hezbollah fighters
focus on research, teaching
The implant is expected to
and service before they tum to . seized two Israeli soldiers and cost about $250,000. It is
killed three others, sparking unclear whether insurance
inventions and business.
an Israeli invasion and a would cover it
Mike Hogan, University of
month of fighting.
Iowa provost, said it's unlikely
The devices themselves
the school would replace
now last about 18 months, or
. Three bodies found in Maine bed longer than the patients
scholarship or research.
and breakfast; man charged
'We're an education institureceiving them can be expectNEWRY, Maine - Investi- ed to live.
tion, and that is the core of our
gators search~ a ski country
mission," he said.
The electrical current to
bed and breakfast where the power the device . passes
bodies of three women were through the skin, without the
University extending deadlines
found, and police discovered ·need for wires, from a battery
for students fighting Idaho fires
BOISE, Idaho -·Boise State ' a fourth victim's remains belt worn by the patient The
Tuesday after arresting a 31- belt also can be plugged in.
University will extend its acayear-old cook who had been . The device's internal batterdemic deadlines for admission,
living at the inn.
class registration and tuition
ies can go more than an hour
Investigators said they without recharging, allowing
payment for firefighters batbeUeve that the suspect, iden- patients to shower.
tling blazes in Idaho and elsetified by state police as Chriswhere.
tian Nielsen, was responsible Danish police charge 7 men with
Firefighters now have until
for all four deaths near south- allegedly preparing terror attack
Friday and they must show
ern Maine's Sunday River ski
proof of employment on fire
ODENSE, Denmark resort and that there are no Police raided homes in a
lines:
other victims.
The school's Office of
largely immigrant suburb
It wasn't immediately clear before dawn Tuesday, detainEnrollment Services said famiwho the four victims were or ing nine men for allegedly
lies of firefighters may make
how they were connected to preparing explosives for a'terthe arrangements for students
the Black Bear Bed & Break- ror attack in Denmark, which
still fighting fires.
fast, where the women's bod- drew Muslim rage 'e arlier this
Though the school is showies were discovered Monday year over media caricatures
ing flexibility, Boise State proevening.
.
fessors are wging firefighting
oflslam's founder.
Nielsen, who had been
students to return to campus
. Seven men were later
renting a room at the Black arraigned on preliminary
as soon as possible because it
Bear,. knew at least two of the charges of plotting a terror
will take time to catch up on
victims, McCausland said. attack, but the other two were
their studies.
Police would not comment released. An Islamic imam,
·Class work for firefighting
on the circumstances or pos- Abu Bashar, said the suspects
students will not tie waived,
sible motive for the killings, were Muslims.
but Boise State faculty and
and autopsies were being
staff will schedule tutoring and
· The suspects had acquired
conducted on the bodj.es.
other sessions to bring stumaterial "to build explosives
The remains of the fourth in connection with the prepadent~ up to date.
·
victim, a man, were found in a ration of a terror act," said
There are 49 wildfires
wooded area north of nearby Lars Findsen,.the head of the
burning throughout the West
Grafton Notch State Park.
and resources are running
. Danish Security Intelligence
Nielsen worked at another Service.
short, according to the Nationbed and breakfast ill the area,
al Interagency Fire Center ·in
News of the arrests sent
, the Sudbury Inn in Bethel, jitters through Denmark,
Boise. ·
and was being held at the which heightened its terror
Oxford County Jail on one preparedness early this year
Massachusetts School of Law
count of murder. Additional following Muslim rage
proposes new undergrad college
murder charges were expect- around the world over carica. ANDOVER, Mass. - The
ed
Massachusetts School of Law
tures of the Prophet MuhamMaine is a state known for . mad that were first published
wants to open a new underits low crime rate.'
graduate college that would
in a Danish newspaper.
Its last quadruple murder
allow students to earn ·bacheMahir Arrar, 18, said he
was in 1992, when Virgil was with a friend at odense's
lor's an:d law degrees in six.
Smith set fire to a tenement at harbor when police took
years; instead of the typical
the
foot of Portland's Munjoy them both to a police station. .
seven.
Hill neighborhood, killing a Arrar said he was released but
The law school's trustees
,w oman, two men and a 10- his friend, whom he declined
voted last week to ask the
month-old baby.
Massachusetts Higher Educato identify, remained in custody. ' '
tion Coordinating Committee
FDA approves sale of up to 4,000
to ·approve the college, to be
"I believe this is a·big misartificial hearts per year
called The Massachusetts Colunderstanding," Arrar said
WASHINGTON A outside the courthouse.
lege· of History and Law, the
Massachusetts
company
school announced Monday.
Another man, who identireceived federal approval fied himself only as Ali K.,
The school planned to submit
Tuesday to sell up to' 4,000 said police detained his whole
a formal request to the comartificial hearts a year, though family, but released everyone
mittee in about two weeks,
the number of devices except his 21-year-old brother.
MSL dean Lawrence R. Velvel
implanted annually will likely "They looked for weapons
· said
be far smaller.
If approved-;-the college
but they have found nothing.
The hearts would be used They also searched our basecould open as soon as next fall
only in patients who are close ment," he told AP. .
Undergraduates who earn a
to death and have no other
3.2 GPA could enter the law
Authorities said the sustreatment options.
school in their junior year and
pect group had been under
The Food and Drug surveillance for some time.
· earn a bachelor's degree a year
Administration grante<l Abio- But Findsen said the sweep
later while working. toward a
med Inc. a humanitarian was not related to neighborlaw degree.
.
exemption allowing it to sell ing Germany's arrest of four
"I don't know of anybody
the devices, agency spokes- Lebanese suspected of
that's doing that today in law
woman Susan Bro said The involvement in a failed
schools;' Velvel said
actual number of the devices, attempt to bomb trains. GerTuition would be $6,000 a
called the AbioCor, to be , man media has said one of
year for undergraduates.
implanted likely will be small those suspects, Youssef
MSL's tuition is $13,300 annu- between just 25 and 50 a Mohamad el Hajdib, was
ally. Velvel said eventually the
year, Bro said
heading to Denmark.
:o.ew college could have about
So far, the artificial heart
600 students.
Terrorists have not hit
has been tested in only 14 Denmark since 1985, when a
"MCHL will especially seek
men. Two died from the oper- bomb exploded outside the
students from working class,_
ation, and another never offi.ceS of North West Orient·.
minority, immigrant and nonregained consciousness. The Airlines in Copenhagen,
affluent backgrourids, and will
rest survived only an average killing one person and
provide them with a rigorous
of five months, with one wounding 16. Tirree Palestinibut inexpensive education
exception: a man who lived 17 ans living in Sweden were
intended to help them rise on
months, until the mechanical convicted and sentenced to
the socio-economic ladder," he
heart wore out.
life in pdson in 1989.
said.
The company said earlier
~t it would begin implanti- ASSOCIATED P.RESS
~
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In addition to the high
quality pool tabfes, we
also offer.darts, video
games, great food and
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•
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Planet definition draws interest but not surprise
FROM Al

0

change in semantics." ·
of doors and refocuses attention
The decision did not come as on the planets," said Ilene Miller,
planets in the coming months a surprise to many UCF students an elementary ·school teach1:;r of
and years.
gifted students for 28 years.
and scientists.
''While the focus for planets
The IAU now defines a planet
"I could see it coming because
as a celestial body that is in orbit Pluto is smaller than most will remain on the eight rem,ainaround the Sun, has sufficient moons, and it!\ orbit around the ing, more focus will be on other
. mass for its self-gravity to over- sun is affected by the gravitation- aspects of the solar system,"
. come rigid body forces so that it al pull of other planets," a.strono- Miller said
Not only
dwarf planets
assumes a hydrostatic equilibri- my student Tyler Caraway said
um shape, and has cleared the
"Pluto is not unique;• said become a critical part of underneighborhood around its orbit.
Nate Lust, an astrophysics major. standing the solar system, but
Pluto fails to meet the last
"The other .eight planets are knowledge of the rest of the solar
qualification becawe the planet ' unique. Pluto is like many other system will be expanded as disthings in our solar system, and it's coveries of new celestial bodies,
interferes with Neptune's orbit.
Astronomy and physics pro- roughly the same size as the including new dwarf planets,
fessor James Cooney has argued moon."
continue to take place.
for years that Pluto isn't a planet.
Teachers must now omit Pluto
"It has peaked an interest with
''A lot of astronomers have dUring solar system lessons, and kids," Miller said
said the same thing for many p~bliShers will have to print new
"They've taken an interest in
years - it's been an ongoing textbooks, posters and new mod- Pluto and are more interested in
debate," Cooney said.
els of the solar system.
,space."
.
Now the biggest challenge for .
• "The trouble of the past is that
The reclassification of Pluto
there has been no strict defini- will also create opportunities for teachers and students is coming
tion of a 'planet' so it's been hard teachers to expand their stu- up with new wa)rs, such as using
to fight.
dents' knowledge of the solar sys- mnemonics, of remembering the
ANDY JOCOBSOHN JCENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
"At the end of the day, Pluto is tem.
·
names of the eight remaining · An office at the observatory where ·the weather can be monitored and the position of the main telescope can be changed is shown here.
Professional astronomers and casual stargazers alike were informed in late August that Pluto is no longer dassified as a planet.
still Pluto, it all cqmes down to a
"I think it has opened up a lot planets.
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.Homecoming Organization Meeting
-11am Stuaent Union 316AB
CAB Cinema presents:"The Breakup"
· featuring Speed pating
6pm Student Union 316Cp Mr. &Miss UCF Auditions
7pm-10pm Student Union 221
IFC Fraternity Recruitment
@Greek Park and Lake Claire
·IFC Fraternity Recruitment
·
9pm-12am
9pm-12am@Greek P~rk and Lake Claire
SGA Senate Meeting
Student Union 218 · UCF Spirit Day
7pm·
10am-.2pm Rosen Front Gates
IFC.Fraternity Recruitment ·
~~~~
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Mr. &Miss UCF Auditions
7pm-10pmStudent Union 224
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Buses to cut student stress on game day
.

,

.

Stop renting and graduate with $$$ ir:i the·bank
Let us teach you how to buy a house with no money oout of
your pocket so that when you graduate you could have
saved $30,000 to $j00,000. All you need is goood credit
(we will check for FREE) and some friend~
to rent the other rooms.
Call Tommy Weclew at 321·947·3330
· TommyTheRealtor@yahoo.com

.

1. No glass containers or ~lass.bottles.
2. No kegs, beer funnels or drinking
games.

THE REALTY MEDICS

3. Tents must be lO'x lO'orsmaller.
4. No couches or indoor furniture.
S. No amplified sound or external
• speakers.

6. Properly dispose ofany trash or tailgate paraphernalia.
7. All individuals must leave the parking areas by kick-off. OPD will cite
(trespassing) anyone remaining after
kick-off.

liJJlDm)
lillOOiimID
www. pita pit. com www.Smoothieking.com

-SGAwebsite

CHARLIE BENTON I CENIBAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tim Baxley, a senior criminal justice major, picks up his ticket from the Old Wayne Densch Sports Complex. Baxley did not~ave to fig~t through
any aowds, as few students seemed to be using the new service. Students will be able to enter the stadium on game day with their UCF IDs.
FROM

Al

SGA wants to make sure
students are safe at all seven
cerns about not being able to home games · this season,
leave the games early if they White said.
"I think the buses will cut
relied on the busses. Others
·down on alcohol-related acciwere fine with it.
"I'm a pretty· big football dents and encourage students
fan,'' Pineda said. "I don't want to support the Golden
Knights," he said.
to leave early."
Taking the buses will also
· In addition to being a con- .
venient traveling method, the save students ,money and cut
game day buses are meant to. down on stress.
John Zimmerman, the SGA
keep students safe~

director of communications,
said bus riders won't have to
fight traffic on the 408 or
search for a parking spot at the
Citrus Bowl
Katie · Crabb, a graphic
design major, confirmed Zimmerman's observation.
"Taking the .bus saves on
gas," the sophomore said,. "and
you don't have to worry about
parking."
For more information and

tickets, visit the SGA Ticket
Center on the first floor of the ,
Student Union.
Group ticket sales are also
·available.
·
If students prefer· to drive,
they can pick up their ticket s
and parking passes for the student lot at the Old Wayne
Densch Sports Complex ticket
window near the Recreation
and Wellness center. ·
The ticket window is open
Monday through·Friday, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. For more information
call 407-823-1000.
UCF students not wishing
to get a parking pass can gain
entrance to the game with a
valid studen'.t ID.
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Students aim to make UCF a 'more inclusive' place
example, there are cultural
differences between Indians,
under-funded There is practi- Muslims and their countercally no other organization parts in Iran or the Middle
other than student organiz<!.- East."
tions which seek to bring
The guidelines proposed
about cultural awareness to would allow cultural or ethnic
UCF students."
organizations to be members
Ly servM on the MSC of the MSC. Faith-based
Restrt,lcturing Committee last organizations may not apply
spring.
to the MSC because the Cam"We need to expand the pus Faiths and Ministries
MSC now more than ever so Office already exists to supthat UCF can truly be the port those organizations.
SGA funds MSC as a
competitive university that it
wants to be," Ly said
whole. Then, the money "With global ambitions currently about $20,000 a year
that actually cares about its - is divided among the seven
diverse populations in.stead of groups for individual projust paying lip service."
gramming. Under the restrucThe restructuring plan pro- turing proposal, each group
poses that the MSC open its would have to become an indidoors to all 27 registered stu- vidually registered student
dent organizations listed as organization and would have
"cultural" to promote a multi- to apply to the Student Senate
cultural community on cam- for their own funding.
pus. A separate programming · The restructuring would
board would be created in .- mean less money for each of
which heads of all organiza- the original seven organizations would work together to tions. Edgar Massoni, presiplan larger collaborative dent of Elements, said he didn't see the budget cut as a
events.
Sagar Patel, SGA'.s mwticul- drawback and said he thought
tural affairs coordinator, has future . allotments would be
been active in recreating the well spent.
MSC structure during the past
"This will change how
year.
leaders of the organizations
"The greatest advantage of spend money and plan
this restructure is that stU:- . events," Massoni said. "This
dents will be able to attend will only force us to work
more quality large-scale pro- harder, be more creative and
gramming that will nurture more resourceful. Adapting to
their cultural awareness," change is only one aspect of
Patel said
leadership. With the right atti"This 'is only possible by tude and work ethic, this
the added resources- provided restructure should have no
by the MSC through its pro- negative impaCt on Elements
gramming board
or any other MSC organiza-,
"Restructuring the MSC tion."
would allow more students to
The MSC Advisory Board
learn about multiculturalism voted on the proposal last
and leave UCF as diversity- spring with all seven organizasavvy individuals and that tions' approval. Upon receivnotion should be the primary ing final approval of the plan
goal for all cultural organiza- from Campus Life Facilities &
tions."
Services Advisory Board, the
Questions have been raised new MSC structure should be
about whether faith-based fully ·established in the 2007organizations would fit in the '08 school year. This year, _the
MSC.
existing MSC organizations
"I think religious groups do are in ~ transition pro~ess for
have a right to be a part of the restructuring.
MSC,'' said Omkar Bhate, a
The seven organizations
mechanical
engineering have already received SGA '
major and graphics designer money for this school year but
for Sangam.
.
have created a trial mini-MSC
"Organizations like the . programming board so that
Muslim Student Association the individual organizations
should be included because can start working together to
even though they are united create more programming
by the same religion and this year.
beliefs, ·e very person's culture
"The organizations are
is probably a bit different. For really excited about what's
FROM

Al

going on and all the changes,'' ly our goal is to make UCF:_ a
MSC Student Director Andret- . more inclusive university, betta Williams said, "and if there ter preparing students for the
are any disadvantages, they are real world, which is very
outweighed, because ultimate- diverse."
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MATI POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE·

UCF senior runn!ng back Jason Peters carries the ball during the first half of the Golden Knights 35-16 win over Villanova on Saturday. Peters finished with 22 yards on eight carries with a touchdown, which came from one yard out late in the second quarter. The score gave UCF a 28-7.lead.

·. ucF TOPS VILLANOVA, O'LEARY'CALLS PLAY

'

Three scores .
for Moffett
powers the
UCFoffense

'

BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

UCF VS VILLANOVA B~EAKDOWN

Knights overpower -Vtllano~a in trenches ·
ZACH MOORE
Staff Writer

Common sense said UCF was
supp0sed to win Saturday, but no
one could be sure until the Golden
Knights went out and proved i~ on
the field
Playing an overmatched opponent, the Knights took the field
with a swagger and a head of steam
that has been non-existent in past
years.
So how did UCF win its first
game of the season?
i)

UCF won because •••
Q!tarterback Steven Moffett had
an amazing game. Pla~g in only

Umited action Moffett threw for 199
yards and three touchdowns on
only 15 completions. Moffett completed six passes to senior Mike
Walker for 77 yards and two touchdowns.

Villanova lost because •••
The Wildcats were overmatched in the trenches on both
sides of the ball
The Knights were able to. protect Moffett and give hllp all the
time he needed to surgically pick
apart Vtllanova's undersized defensive backs.
·
The Wildcats never put together
PLEASE SEE

WALKER ON AB

.,

Before the season, UCF quarterback Steven Moffett said that he
needed to improve his passing
accuracy in 2006.
If his first game is a sample of
what is to come, Moffett is well on
hi,s way to having the most consistent season of his college career. ·
Moffett was 15-of-20 for 199 ·
passing yards and three touchdowns as the Golden Knights beat
the Villanova Wildcats on Saturday
· night, 35-16. It was UCF's first season-opening win in eight years.
The Knights got on the scoreboard with their second drive of
the game. After a series of runs by
sopholllQre Kevin Smith pushed
the ball into Villanova territory, the
· Knights went to the air.
Wide receiver Willie Thorn-·
ton's defender fell down in coverage and Moffett found the sophomore open in the middle of the end
zone for a 20-yard touchdown.
Moffett was 3-for-3 for 52 yards on
the drive.
MATI POLLITT/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF offensive line played well on Saturday, protecting quarterback Steven Moffett as he finished
15-of-20with199 yards and three touchdowns.

PLEASE SEE

. '·
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NOVA.ONA8

0

Volleyball places third.in Fall Classic Fresno, UCF play.·
to scoreless.draw
VICTOR ANDERSON
StaffWriter

In every season, there will
be high points and there will be
low points.
Some will come in a losing
effort and some come . in an
unimpressive victory.
, UCF had all of those things
come to fruition this week with
a 2-2 mark and a 3rd-place fmish in the UCF Fall Classic.
After defeating North Florida on the road in four games,
UCF caine back to the friendly
confines of the UCF Arena to
prepare for the Classic, where
Samford, Furman and Utah Valley State awaited the Golden
Knights.

UCF vs. Samford

Junior . outside
hitter
Schanell Neiderworder led the
way for UCF with 19 kills as the
Golden Knights dominated the
Samford Bulldogs _30-16, 30-14
and30-14.
In the first game, UCF started out strong as they led by as
.many as five points early on.
Despite four kills in game one
from Samford outside hitter
Katie Luckman, the Knights ran
away with the opening game
victory 30-16. Neiderworder powered the UCF attack with
nine kills in game one, as the
team only committed one hitting error in 37 attempts. Game

I

PLEASE SEE

UF ON A9

NATHAN CURTIS

period the only thing hotter
than the midday Florida sun
· was the pressure cooker taking ·1
'
Soccer is not a game for the place on the field
faint of heart, especially in the
Then, suddenly, amidst all of
case of golden goal overtime that drama the game was over.
like in last Sunday's women's The second overtime period .
soccer match against Fresno came and went'and still nobody
had scored, so the game was
State.
90 minutes went by and nei- over. All that work and all that
ther the Golden Knights nor the sweat and the scoreboard was
Bulldogs found a way to put the the same as it was no minutes
ball into the net The first ten- before. Now it's easy to see why,
minute overtime period came even though· the Knights didn't
and went and the score lose, they.were still very frusremained at zero. Going into
the second and final overtime
PLEASESEE KNIGHTS ON A9
Staff Writer

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior outside hitter Schanell Neid~rworder had 19 kill$ in UCF's three-game sweep on
Samford on Friday. UCF finished 2-2 in the weekend UCF Fall Oassic.
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Walker scores twice
·in first game back
from knee injury
FROM

•

•
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GAME STATS

MATI POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

~

UCF earned its first season-opening win in eight seasons in front of a crowd of 29,398 at the Citrus Bowl."! think the crowd was very raucous," Villanova Coach Andy Talley said.

·

Villanova coach says it was hard to hear ·
to be back out there.
''I just came out and showed
everybody that I still can play
For the rest of the half, the football."
Knights' senior quarterback
The Knights went to the half
would not throw an incomple- with a 28-7 advantage, but they
tion, ending the second quarter did not come out sharp in the
on a
of 10 consecutive com- third quarter. After a turnover
pletions. For the game, he com- on their first possession, the
pleted 75 percent of his passes, Knights were forced to punt out
the second-highest mark of his ·of their own end zone. The punt
UCFcareer.
was blocked by sophomore
"It just seemed like every- linebacker Darrel Young and
thing was open," Moffett said, bounced out ot the back of the
"and when it's oven, you got :~ end zone for a safety.
hit it."
On the following possession,
For the first half, Moffett was the Wildcats meth9dically
ll-12 with three touchdowns, drove down the field as senior
two of which went to senior quarterback Marv in Burroughs
wide receiver Mike Walker. ·
led his !~am on a 10-play, 72Walker, playing in his fast yard drive that resulted in a
game since tearing his left ACL tl.)UChdown.
in November, led the Knig.."its' · Dutlng the drive, Burroughs
receivers with six ca~ches and completed all fiyp of his
77 yards. W"lker gave himc:cl.l·a attempts, including the touch''B" grade for his work and said down pass to jmJ.or wide
that he tried to keep his surgi- receiver Anton Ridley.
cally-repaired knee out of his
Suddenly, ci..fter a dismal first
half, the Division I-AA Wildcats
mind
"If I worry about my knee," were down just 12 to the ConWalker said, ".it would probably ference USA F..ast Champions.
· bother me because I'd be think"If we didn•t ·c ome back and
ing about it so much. It felt great _l)lay well in the second half, I
FROM
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would have been very disappointed with this team," Villanova Coach Andy Talley said.
"But, to come back and play the
way we did and compete and
play hard right to the end, you
got to like that."
On the other side, UCF
Coach George O'Leary knows
the Knights will not be able to
play like they did and expect to
:win against future opponents.
"I thought we just got sloppy
on offense and sloppy on
defense and in the kicking
game," O'Leary said. "So all
three phases have to be better." ·
Specifically, O'Leary said
that he wants to see improyement from the defense in pass
coverage and from the offensive
line, stressing that they finish
their blocks on running plays.
Talley was uncertain if his
team would be able to stop the
Knights' rimning game, but
through three quarters, they
had.done a nice job. In that time,
the 'Cats front line held Smith,
the 2005 C-USA Freshman of
the Year, to 37 yards on 10 carries.
•.
But on his. final drive of the

evening, Smith wore down the
Villanova defense and sealed
the victory. Smith ran the ball 10
times for 49 yards as part of a 14play possession, capped With
his one-yard touchdown.
"They were bigger, more
physical than us fro:i;n an offensive and defensive standpoint,"
Talley said ''We struggled with
that.".
Another adversity .the Wildcats had to fight was their
team's bad field position.
Vtllanova started five drives
at or inside their 20-yard line,
which put the Wildcat offense
close to the UCF student sec. tion often and fighting against
the noise from a crowd of nearly 30,000.
· "I think the crowd was very
raucous," Talley said, "and it
was a tough venue fo!'.' a 1-AA
team to play in and. ..it was hard
to hear." ·
The Wildcats exceeded the
Knights in total yards, passing
yards and time of possession,
but in the end, they fell to 2-9
against D-1 opposition. The
Knights are now 15-13 all~time in
season .openers.

a formidable running game,
rushing for a mere 81 yards on 31
attempts, 2.6 yards per carry.

UCF-105

The momentum shifted when •••

Villanova - 81

Walker caught his second
touchdown pass. Vtllanova had
just come down the field and
stored to make it 14-7 in the
beginning of the second quarter. It was evident from the
crowd noise at the Citrus .Bowl
that fans were waiting for the
worst to happen, waiting for the
Knights to blow this game
somehow. But when Walker
caught the touchdown pass
from Moffett midway through
the second quarter, fans began
to realize this wasn't the same
old Golden Knights.

Passing yards

Play of the game •••
Rarely does a 12-yard gain on
third-and-2 warrant being menti01;ied for play of the game, but '
Kevin Smith's ability to get the
first down to help keep the
Knights' first scoring drive was
vital. After going three-and-out
on their first drive, the Knights.
needed to score and, more
important, to score first.

Drive of the game •••

Rushing yards

UCF-199

Villanova - 241

Time of possession
UCF-21:01

Villanova - 32:59
back Marvin BurroughS for a 6yard loss and thwarted any
momentum or hopes the Wildcats might have had after scoring their first touchdown.

Raining on the parade •••
Burroughs was still able to
throw for 241 yards on 32 completions. The Knights were outgained 322-304, and-the Wildcats made numerous mistakes
that kept themselves out of the
ball game. Teams on the rest of
the schedule won't miss field
goals and won't be punting for
12 yards and giving the Knights
the ball on the 24.

•

The first scoring drive for ·
the Knights was the most What this means •••
This means that the Knights
important drive for their psyche. Going out and proving to won a game easily that they
themselves that all the hard were supposed to win easily. If
:work is paying off. Proving to they were ~o have come out and
themselves that la.St year wasn't .struggled vs. the Wildcats, then
a fl.u,ke. And proving to students there would be room to worry, ·
who showed up that UCF is out but they didn't. Is there room
to wiri, not to become the laugh- for improvement ? Yes, the
offensive line needs to create
ingstock of Florida again.
more running lanes for Smith,
and the defensive backfield
The game was over when •••
After the Knights' third needs to allow less completions.
touchdown, the defense stuffed But Moffett and Walker are
back to being a dangerous -tanthe Wildcats.
On third-and-7, senior Chris dem l:!Dd the front seven proWelsh chased down quarter- vides a stout run defense.
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, Cismesia field goal gives FSU victory
j

')

With one swing of CismeMIAMI - Gary Cismesia mean, I've been pfaying thel?e
took his final warmup kick on guys for 31 years. They've prob- sia.~s right leg, finally, Gerry
the sideline, rubbed his head, ably got as good a defense as Thomas, Dan Mowrey, Matt
fastened his helmet strap and there is in the country, unless Munyon and Xavier Beitia
could enjoy seeing a late-game
jogged onto the field He looked it's us."
cool and calm, then did what so
Charlie Jones had a 4-yard kick against the Hurricanes.
many Florida State kickers over touchqown run for Miami, Each of these former FSU kickthe years could not.
which hadn't lost to FSU in the . ers had missed pivotal chances
He beat Miami
Orange Bowl since 1998 but late iri games against Miami in
Cismesia's 33-yard field goal now has lost three of its past recent years, a trend that has
- LARRY COKER
long befuddled the Seminoles.
with 8:06 left lifted No. 11 FSU four games overall.
MIAMI HEAD COACH
Thomas missed in 1991, ·
to a 13-10 win over No.12 Miami
The Hurricanes' offense,
on Monday night.
though revamped, struggled Wide Right I.
Michael Ray Garvin inter- mightily. Wright was 18-of-27
Mowrey missed the next
BowL This marked the seventh
cepted Kyle Wright's final pass passing but gairied only 132 year, Wide Right II.
with 29 seconds left, sealing the yards. The rushing game was
Munyon's miss was in 2000, time in the past eight meetings
victory.
that the outcome was decided
nonexistent. Miami had 2 yards Wide Right III.
It was the second straight on 26 carries, the second~low
And Beitia missed three in by eight points or less.
Cismesia made a 37-yard
win in the series for FSU, which est rushing yardage in school his career against Miami: wide
eked out a three-point win in history.
left at the end of the 2002 game, field goal 6:04 into the game,
last season's opener.
''What you saw tonight was another in the 2004 Orange opening the scoring.
Miami's first scoring drive
Drew Weatherford, who was a typical Miami-Florida State Bowl loss, then a block in the
awful in the 2005 win, was solid game.... I want to make sure our Hurricanes' 16-10 win that was highlighted 'by a 27-yard
catch by Jenkins, who adjusted
this time _ throwing for 175 fans don't give up on this foot- opened the 2004 seasoIL
yards, 62 of them on a two piv- ball team," Miami coach Larry
Cismesia had missed an and spun to grab a slightly
otal third-down conversions, Coker said "This is going to be extra point apd then two field underthrown ball shortly
which set up the Seminoles' a very good football team. It's a goals in overtime against Penn before Jones' touchdown run
touchdown early in the fourth . long seasoIL"
State in the 2006 Orange BowL with 13:02 left'in the half.
Jon Peattie added a 20-yard
Without
Weatherford's
quarter. FSU's hopes almost
Joe Surratt had a 1-yard
entirely hinged on the passing touchdown plunge on the first clutch play in the third quarter field goal in the half, pushing
game since Miami's defensive play of the final quarter, and Monday night, Cismesia may the score to 10-3. Miami's Brandon Meriweather had an interfront held the Seminoles to 1 De'Cody Fagg had three ·catch- never.have gotten this chance.
yard on 25 nishes.
es for 60 yards for the Semi.Weatherford, now 2-0 ception shortly before halftime,
against Miami as a starter, com- giVing the Hurricanes the ball
But the Hurricanes man- noles.
aged only 17 yards in.t he second
Darnell Jenkins and Lance pleted third-down passes of 28 at FSU's31.
''We made no plays,'' Coker
half and wasted a 10-3 halftime Leggett each had four catches and 34 yards, setting up Stirlead
and combined for .93 yards for ratt's score that pulled the said ''We made no plays in the
''You don't know how hard it the Hurricanes. But they had Se.minoles into a 10-10 tie. 1
second l!alf."
is to beat Miami," Seminoles only one catch between them in
A close.game shouldn't have
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
coach Bobby Bowden said. "I the second half.
·
surprised anyone at the Orange

"This is going-to
be a very good
football teain. It's
a long season."

l<sr;l)i
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We are Loving Donation, a national egg donation agency that has client ·
families throughout the world seeking their egg donors through us.
If you are willing to be one of the angels that help these women, you will
be the recipient of a most generous compensation for your time and
effort, but more importantly, the feeling that YOU have deeply affected
someone's life with your kind and selfless gesture. We are always seeking
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30,to assist our families with such a
precious gift. You must be a non-smoker, within 30 lbs of your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel (all expenses paid!) if necessary.
Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Kristin.
Call (800) 563-0098 or www.LovingDonation.com.

UF also hosts UCF in volleyball Friday
FROM A7
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two would see even more of
the same muscle that coach
Meg Colado and her team
exhibited in the previous game.
UCF again got off to a torrid
:;tart, reeling off nine of the first'
12 points. Leah AlexandeI1 and
Jana Mitchell each had four
kills in game two as UCF won
again in impressive fashion 3014.
Game three was more of the
same one-sided domination as
UCF started off on a 20-9 ruIL
Neiderworder and junior Lorin
· Lukas (Winter Springs) each
had three service aces in the
final game as the Knights completed the sweep With another
30-14 triumph. Freshman libero
Tricia
Scott
(Miami/St.
Thomas Aquinas) had 21 digs
while Lukas tallied five kills,
seven digs and a career-high
five service aces. Sheridan
Stangohr led the Bulldogs with
six kills as Samford struggled
to a .082 hitting percentage.

UCF vs. Furman
UCF looked to make it three
straight as they took on Furman in the nightcap Friday, but
a solid performance from
Chibuzo Aguocha allowed the
Paladins to take the matchup
30-26, 31-29, 24-30 and 30-26.
Game one was a back-andforth struggle with 14 ties and

"
seven lead changes as neither Paladins closed out the match age froi:p .085 in game one to
team was able to pull away with a 30-26 victory in game .393 in the fourth game while
from the other. With UCF lead- four. The stat of the match was the Knights struggled with
ing 15-10 and seeming to have the dominance of Furman at consistency on the court.
momentum, Furman went on the net. Furman had 16 total Wolverine setter Lacee Koelan 8-2 run to take an 18-17 lead team blocks compared to only liker had 47 assists and 10 digs
as she was named tournament
halfway through the first game. 10 for the Knights.,
MVP. Camie Manwill led four
The teams would then alterUVSC players in double-digit
nate points throughout as Fur~ UCF vs. Utah Valley State .
man went on to the 30-26 vicThe final game of the UCF • kills with 13.
Lorin Lukas, who was UCF's
tory in game one.
Fall Classic saw the Knights
Nicole Palazzo and Alison take on the Wolverines from representative on the all-tourWest each had four kills in Utah Valley State and although nament team, had 16 kills to go
· game one for Furman while Lorin Lukas tied a single-game along with her school-tying
Lorin Lukas had four kills of school record with seven serv- record seven aces and 18 digs
her own for UCF. Game two ice aces, it was in vain as Utah while Maina Heming chipped
had more of the same seesaw Valley State won the Classic in with 12 kills.
battling
which
was with a 28-30, 30-27, 30-20, 30-17
Lukas and Manwill were
omnipresent game one. ·
victory. Game one saw both joined on the all-tournament
A 13-4 run by Furman early teams struggle as they com- te~ by Furman's Chibuzo
on in game two made it appear bined for a .063 hitting percent- Aguocha and Courtney Stewthat it would be a quick night age and 21 hitting errors.
ardson, Samford's Sheridan
for UCF, but five kills from
The outcome of game one Stangohr and Utah Valley
Lukas and the Knights' six wasn't who won the game, but State's Jessica Endres:
service aces fotced the second rather who didn't lose it, and it
game past the 30-point limj.t.
was UCF who came out the On Deck•••
This week, UCF will head
However, Furman made the victors 30-28. Maina Hemming
plays in the end to take game led the Knights with six kills up to Gainesville for the Camtwo 31-29. Chibuzo Aguocha while Lukas chipped in with pus USA Credit Union Classic.
·had nine kills in the second five;
They will take on No. 5 Florida
game for the victorious PalGame two again would be on Friday at 7 p.m. and FAMU
adins. UCF would botince back back and forth as both teams on Saturday at 1 p.m.
With close to a third of the
after the intermission to stay improved their hitting percentalive in·the match by winning ;iges while maintaining the season in the books, UCF again
·game three 30-24.
Same intense·level of play. This appears to be on the verge of
After having only three kills' time, · it was the Wolverines breaking through. A week of
in the first two games, Schanell who would come out on top great promise ended with a 2-2
mark and with the schedule
Neiderworder had nine game- with a 30-27 triumph.
three kills to keep UCF in the
The final two games of the only getting harder, coach Meg
match. The fourth game would match were all Utah Valley Colado knows that the time is
see Furman hit at a .324 clip State as they were able to now for UCF to get back to
and UCF hit only .102 as the improve their hitting percent- ba8ics.
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WINGS & REG. FRIES

oneus11ee
CHOOSE ANY RAVOR

Knights .need to 'work on a lot'·
in-state rival There was plenty won the only other three games
of intensity in UCFs 2-0 victo- they have played this season, so
ry over Florida Atlantic last Fri- Fresno State was no slouch.
\
The tie and win from this
trated with the outcome of the day.
"I scored first in truit one,'' past weekend gives UCf'. a 2-1-1
match.
.
"I think our team was really midfielder Hanna Wtlde said record and leaves them in good
discouraged and disappoint- "Shannon (Wmg) bounced it in position with the bulk of their
ed," defender Jessica Hallgren and I was able to cut back and conference games still to come
said ''We need to work on a lot put it right over the back post." later in the seasoIL ·
of things." ,
It was a textbook goal and
Next the Knights tum their
There were some things exactly what UCF needs to do attention to an interesting
weekend on the schedule; the
that UCF can work on to better to win matches.
"It was a perfect example of UNLV Classic in Las Vegas.
prepare them for .next time.
However, just like any other taking care of our opportuni- Interesting in the sense that
sport, luck played a fraction in ties,'' said forward Kristin Bilby. why would a team from Cen"The events leading up to · tral Florida travel across the
the decisioIL
Missed opportunities and that goal showed the work country to play two nonsome rotten luck left UCF with ethic that we need to secure , regional teams?
"I think a part of it is that
a sense of discouragement games."
Freshman Brianna Schooley every region plays a different
instead of accomplishment
after the hard-fought match. scored the other goal against style of.soccer and it's interesting to experience it firsthand in
There is definitely some room FAU to put the game away.
"I think we played with high a match against them," Wtlde
for improvement.
"In training, we need to get intensity and we did what we said
While the scores and
· them in an environment with needed to do,'' Hallgren said.
records will still count this
more pressure situatio~ to "It felt good."
Yet just two days later the weekend but it might be what's
help with games like this," head
coach Amanda Cromwell said team's intensity would be ques- not officially scored that is
An earlier problem for UCF, tioned as they failed to capital- most important. This is an
opportunity to show other
like in the Miami game, was ize on their possessions.
So what's the reasoning teams just exactly who the
their inability to finish their
chances. They created enough behind that? You'd be better off Knights are.
"It helps our national rankchances for themselves against worrying abou~ something else
Fresno State but the finishing because that's just how the ing and it proves to the country
that we're not just an average
was only part of the problem. · crazy game of soccer goes.
"We had eight possessions Florida team, that we're one of
The team also lacked urgency.·
''There needs to be a higher and the average is that for every the best,'' Bilby said
The UNLV Classic will also
intensity," Hallgren said. "More five, you score,'' Cromwell said
working for your teammates, "So this game we just weren't be a nice tune-up for the Florida State match in Tallahassee in
finishing our chance's."
not just finishing."
Besides, it's not like UCF's a week, a game where the
It was the first overtime
game this season for the and game play dropped off in two intensity will be off the charts.
the long, grueling match can;i.e days. Fresno State is a non-con- UCF will kick off the classic
just ·a couple days . after an ference team that hardly plays against the host team, UNLV, at
impresfeiye victo1 against an UCF. Not to fention that they 10 p.m. on Frida,.
FROM A7
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Prior Military, National Guard and Army Reserve soldiers, put your experience to use. We can contract you if you are
a Sophomore. For more details about UCF Army ROTC visit http://www.army.uct.edu or call 407-823-5383.
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Bush, Runlsfeld
c~tjustify war
S

ecretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld gave a speech to
. the American Legion Aug.
29 that criticized the growing
dissent against the war on terror.
At the same time, Bush has taken
to comparing what he calls
"Islamic fascism" to Nazism and
communism.
MSNBC's Keith Olbermann
delivered a passionate and
poignant response on his show
, Countdown and in his blog. As
we approach the fifth anniversary of Sept. ll we need to examine Rumsfeld's speech, Olbermann's response and Bush's
last-ditch effort to justify the war.
Rumsfeld made a historical
comparison between America's
current war on ~errorism and the
time of appeasement before
World War II. During that time,
countries tried to negotiate with
Hitler and flatly refused to
acknowledge the threat he
posed It was a policy that W'mston Churchill said was a "bit like
feeding a crocodile, hoping it ,
•would eat you last:' according to
Rumsfeld's speech.
: Rumsfeld argued that the rest
of the world is trying to feed this
metaphorical crocodile while the ·
U.S. is actually doing something
about the threat. He even went
as far as blaming the American
media for trying to actively
·divide the public on the issue,
saying that "those who know the
truth need to speak out against
these kinds of myths and distortions."
Olbermann partially agreed in
his response. He said that while
the historical comparison
between England and the U.S. is
an accurate one for today's global
~ politics, Rumsfeld "has the bat• tery plugged in backwards."
The English government

under Neville Chamberlain bad
all the facts. It knew that Hitler
didn't pose a threat, that Germany wasn't rearming in violation of treaties and that any
information to the contrary bad
to be marginalized and pushed
under a rug.
The American government
under George W. Bush also
knows all the facts. It knows that ·
terrorists are plotting against our
country. It knows that Saddam
Hussein bad weapons of mass
destruction and fueled the
attacks of Sept. ll. And it knows
that the modem Iraq, which we
· have bought for the sheer fact
that we broke it, is not in a civil
war.
The administration has been
wrong on most, if not all,_of these
points. Any fact that comes out
contradicting its already-formed
conclusions, whether it's from
the media or from a disgruntled
general. is marginalized and
pushed under a rug.
"Sadly, we have no W'mston
Churchills evident aniong us this
evening;' Olbermann said ''We
have only Donald Rumsfelds,
demonizing disagreement, the
way Neville Chamberlain demonized W'mston Churchili"
Olbermann said that "dissent
and disagreement with the government is the life's blood of
hurilan·freedom.
"The
who sees absolutes,
where all other men see nuances
and shades of meaning, is either
a prophet or a quack.
"Donald R Rumsfeld is not a
prophet:' Olbermann said
.
Realistically, the war on terror
and World War II are as different
as night and day. The first difference is obviously the geographical dilemma of the war on terror.
When we intervened in World

man

War II, we fought enemies that
wore uniforms and fought on
battlefronts.
This wat is an ideological one.
Bush has stepped into the centuries-old conflict between Sunni
and Shiite. On top of that, he has·
managed to unite all extremists
in their hatred of the West. And
while you have to give some
credit to Bush for looking for a
long-term solution to terrorism.
the system is flawed beyond
repair..
World War II was a conditioned response to the very real
threat in Europe and Asia In
Afghanistan, we were on the ·
.right track. But when we invadecJ,
Iraq, we lost sight of punishing
those responsible for spilling
American blood on American
soil
The war in Iraq was not preemptive. A preemptive strike,
according to International Law, is
taken when there is concrete evidence of an impending attack
that threatens national security.
Bush would like to justify this
war as preemptive, but it was, in
fad, preventative. There was no
real danger of an impending
attack - there was only the faint
possibility of one.
Olbermann's poignantly written and delivered response
echoes the growing sentiment of
many Americans. It is our job to
question the government's
actions, especially when they
want us to just go along with the
information they provide us.
It's been nearly five ye~
Sept. ll. The death toll between
Iraq and Afghanistan, confirmed
by the Department of Defense at
2,917, has surpassed the death toll
of Sept. ll. Something has to be
done. ·
The time for change is now.

;~ Federally funded

means is that voters are casting ballots by name
recognition.
Incumbents, or congressman who are already
in office, have lost their accountability with voters. They know that there's an insane statistical
likelihood that they will remain in office by the
sheer fact that 'they are already there. The only
'
thing they need to win their election is enough
: • . Fedecil legislators are slaves to their elections,
lobbyist money to effectively run.
•. not their constituents. Elections cost more and
Nobody wants a corrupt legislative body.
: ; more money every year, and that money has to
Nobody wants to see their vote trivialized by the
, come from somewhere. That's where lobbyists
money and influence of interest groups and lob~• step in, ~greeing to fund a legislators' election in
byists. If these two radic~ changes were made,
• exchange for votes - thu,s corrupting the System
.'and taking power away from the American public. the House of Representatives and the Senate
would once again be in the hands of the voters.
Because of these fundamental flaws, the sysIf not, we'll continue to wind up with people
tem needs to be overhauled and bleached of out- ·
like Tom DeLay in office.
, side influence; There are two ways to do this: the
; public funding of elections and term-limits for
.congress:
;
Public funding of congressional elections is the
: first step to minimizing outside influence on leg' ~islators. Fixing the specific price tag of an elec, tion, and then using tax funds to pay for the election, will cut lobbyists out of the loop. Legislators
Infants grow into toddlers. Toddlers grow into
will be free to make decisions based on what mat- kids. Kids grow into adolescents, and adolescents
ters to their constituents.
grow into adults. Right now, our university is
The next phase of bleaching comes at the congrowing, much like an adolescent into an adult.
•stitutional level Legislators need to have term
On the horizon is a parking garage, stadium. sevlimits. Unfortunately, the U.S. Supreme Court
eral academic buildings, etc. etc..
•: ruled in the 1995 case U.S. Term Limits, Inc. v.
And like an adolescent, we're experiencing
Thornton that state constitutional amendments
some growing pains.
limiting the terms of congressman went against
The pet peeve of an entire student body seems
, the federal constitution.
to be parking. This makes sense. Parking directly
. Now the only way to limit congressional terms affects students and it can be infuriating.
: is by amending the federal constitution. That's
Now, these negative parking feelings have
exactly what needs to be done.
hl!ned student sentiments against construction
Alexander Hamilton, when fighting to get the
on campus. These growing pains are necessary to
constitution ratified, argued that elections were
makt: UCF a respected state university and stuthe only way to keep legislators accountable
dents need to realize that.
because "when a man knows he must quit his staIt's always darkest before dawn. A new parking
tion. . .he will tum his attention chiefly to his own
garage will obviously help with the situation, but
emolument (or compensation.)"
its construction is slowing things down for tlie
But times have changed since then. In the 2004 present.
· elections, only five incumbents lost to chalIn other words, stu~ents l).eed to pardon the
lengers, according to fairvote.org. What this
dust. It's only temporary.

::elections, term limits
[;can clean up Congress

Campus construction
necessary evil at UCF
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When church meets state
With the influx of religiouscreationism in school, call for
isms being imported into our lexicampaign rules to be legislated?
con by the likes of CNN and FOX
Andersen says this self-styled
morality is being addressed in a
News, we are constantly trying to
redefme the meaning of religion
very narrow fashion. These are
and faith in the political arena
the very same people, he says,
The business of God has many
who may cheat on their taxes and
CEOs, and even more account
their spouses, but can spin on a
executives that take it upon themdime to articulate "God's Master
selves to explain the mission of
Plan" when topics of abortion,
partial birth abortion, gay marthe company. With the election
~BEER B. ABDALLA
Senior StaffWriter
this November many are looking
riage and gay civil union ideas
to vote with doctrine rather than
arise.
political strategy.
It seems that when religion meets politics
it creates a kind of black-and-white morality
In a dance of red states versus blue, religion held the reins in our last Presidential
that is hard for most people who see gray to
election. Today the lines are more obtuse as
assimilate. "One's particular religious faith and
Humanists are separated from Christian Con- belief are a separate realm from the political
servatives and the divisions are redrawn
social debate:' Andersen said "Render unto
thereby defining and iegislating ethics and
Caesar what is Caesar's and the rest we keep
morals in our country. Kurt Andersen, host of to ourselves on Saturday or Sunday whenever
Studio 360, in an interview for TeenSpeak
we do it. Most people want to go about their
magazine waxed and waned about the process business and let other people go about theirs.
of God and politics.
But when people really have religion and all
·"[This has been] an ongoing battle:' Ander- that that implies, they don't want a 'don't ask.
sen said, "one that has been going on for 500
don't tell' approach to life which actually
years. The sheer speed of change has caused a works pretty well most of the time."
radical backlash and technology allows people
But \\'.'hY is religion a bad thing? Does havat either extreme to reinforce their doctrine."
ing faith become less important when it isn't
Nonetheless, when a candidate gets elected part of the status quo? These questions are
in large part due to the well-orchestrated
important in our country, because many parts
voice ofa religioll;Sly motivated body, thanks
of the world fmd God to be a defining reason
may come in the legislative imposition of
for political fervor, something we'd be wise to
~liefs. Does a one-size-fits-all package of
remember on our own shores.
moral precedents, which include a constitutional marriage amendment or the teaching of
PL~E SEE SCIENCE ON A11

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered
for publication, letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may
edit.for length. Sutimit them online at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax
them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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"How bad do you thinkthiS
hurricane season will ber'

CEDRICK SAINT JEAN
Computer Science

Electrical Engineering

Undeclared

"It's not going to be bad because it
started out slow."

"Not bad at all, we'll have maybe
one or two storms this year."

"Not really sure, we'll have to wait
it out and see."

The Clmtml /1vrida Future is the independcn~ srudent·wri1161 newspaper al the Universi1y of Cenlral Aorida. Opinions in the Fulure are those of dte individual columni'it and nOI n""""1Jilv those
of the editorial stdf or the UMer.;ity ~istralion. All contmt ls property of the Ce11tmlFlorida Frth1re and may not be reptintcd in pan or in whole "ithout pennission from the pub!iSher.
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"Because of our dose last season, I
don't think it'll be that bad this
year."

"It's always going to be bad, but
not as bad as Charley's season."

(
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--------·
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-- ---

' .You never know, but it's usually
bad near the end."

ttumtf :Jforiba :'future- • September 6, 2006

READER VIEWS
Alumni dedication snecial
The dedication of the Ferreii-Fw;; Lobby at
the Alumni Center that happened last week was
very different from any other dedication. The
dedication named the lobby of the Alumni Center after funmie Ferrell and Pete Fisher, two
influential UCF staff members who have passed
away. No black ti~ no presidents or vice presidents or deans or chairs of departments were .
present for the dedication. There were also no ·
million-dollar donors seeipg their naming
opportunity fulfilled You see, this event was special because a group of FIU/UCF graduates
donated money to name the lobby after Ferrell
andFishec
.
These names are hardly known by current or
~nt students and yet their worth to the UCF
community is in the billions. As l looked around
the room at.the graduates that were present, I
saw many ~onaires and people who had fulfilled their dreams. But they all spoke with one
voice. They appreciated the impact that these
two men had on them during their university
years. F.ach graduate shared how Ferrell and
Fisher not only knew them by name, but fol-·
lowed their young lives by simply caring. Their
doors and hearts were always open and students
remembered that.
This was truly a unique event for an institution that prides itself on the connections that we
make to the Orlando corpmunity. Students right
here in our own community honored Ferrell and
Fisher, who never made a million dollars, won a '

championship or rose through the title chain and many students at that. I dare say that this
will likely never happen again.as we are now in
another league. We have moved on from the
'accent on the indMdual,' something that both
men held so dear.
If Ferrell and Fisher were there that night I
am sure that they would have smiled in their
unusual way and mentioned the billions of dol- ·
lars that each of those donors were worth to
them a5 students, alumni and just plain friends.
-PAm MACKOWN

Lot should be open to all
As a Uf:F student, I know the parking situation here is very important to the students. I currently work over in the Barbara Ymg Centec
There is a parking area nearby in front of the
Bus.i ness & Professional Women Scholarship
House. Students, faculty and staff have shared
this lot for years. Last week, parking serviees
decided to put a "BPW Parking Only'' sign in
front of it, kicking out students, staff and faculty.
There are more than 20 spaces available there
and a maximum ofl4 girls living in that house.
Most of them don't drive a vehicle. The lot has
been empty except for three or four vehicles
since they changed the designation of the lot.
The least they could do is split the lot, half for
the BPW residents and half for the UCF community.
- NARASIMHA RAJU NAGAIAH

ManagemenVGeneral
• Food ;md Beverage Director
• ·Res tau rant Manager ·
• Banquet Chef
• A.~i. Chief Maintenance Engineer

I.

II ·

. of people, those God"'Centered
or even Godless. Sadly there
are no good global examples to
offer us clues in dealing with a
religious constituency interest:ed in legislating values, morals
an~ ethics for everyone..Most
developed countries around
the world are entirely secularized and this issue simply
doesn't exist. The nod to fundamentalism rears its head
daily when discussions about
the Middle F.ast are used to
define our foreign policy and
our priorities for the upcoming

"Today fundamentalist
strains are hijacking the culture
and attacking enlightened
ideas," Andersen said ·~d
when these religious beliefs
are brought into the non-religious realm of science and
what kind of science you teach
your kids, it's going to remain
divisive."
Up until now the.separation
between church and state in
thiS country has managed to
keep us from alienating legions

election.
~e the concepts of God
and Godliness and religious
freedom are knitted into the
fabric of America, we have had
our share of faith-based conquests. With movements like
Abolition and Prohibition, our
history has always found a way
to equate its lifestyle choices to
a mission from God. Clearly
this country will not give up
God, and we cannot expect
olliers to suddenly fmd faith.
We must work together to fmd
balance.

Housekeeping
• Housekeeping Servic.e
· Attendants (PM).
•Room Attendants
• Lead & PM Shift
Supervisors
• J:1oor Cleaner (Deep Nit.e)
Front Office
• Front Office Agent
~ Reservations Sales Agent
• NightAudilor
• Bellperson

Lounge

• Line Cooks
.
•Lounge Concierge FT/PM
• Room Servic.e Server
• Restaur:mt Servers FT/PT
• Cocktail SeJ.Wr
• Banquet Set Up

Great work ehvironment i~ an award winning hotel. Benefits include
40lk, Medical, Short Term Disability, Dental, life Insurance, Cancer
Policy, Employee Assistance
Program, Part Time Insurance, Paid
Time
.
. .
Off, Employee Meals, Hotel Accommodation, 1\Iition Reimbursement,
Family Leave, Smoke Free .Workplace, Bereavement Leave and more.

\

FROM A10

R~aurant &

General
• Office Manager
(Executive AssL~tant)
•Painter
• Maintenance Engineer
•Human Resources Coordinator

·Science, faith balance needed

GUEST SERVICES

FOOD & BEVERAGE
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THE WESTIN

GRAND BoHEMlAN

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with program attroneys a~out legal
matters and receive advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and including all
.stages of trial, may be provided in certain types of cases, such as the toil owing:

~·

11111

ORLANDO

• Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living arrangements
in the community.
• Consumer problems confronting individual students.
• Traffice cases
•Criminal law
• Uncontested dissolution of marriage
• Bankruptcy

www.stuleual.sdes~ucl.edu
Students io need of legal service should contact, either in person or by telephone'{.4(17~823-~38), ~·
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student Resource Center. All consultations are by appointll)ent only,• ·
No legal advice will be given over the phone.
~~
~1£1: 1
Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the Student Resource Center, room 155.
·
Monday - Friday Barn - Sprn.
Funded by Activity & Service Fee through the Student Government association
'

LSAT

higher
.. ·
test scores
g'-'aranteed
'

or your money b~ck**

GMAT
GRE
' MCAT

DEAN & UNIVERSITY 407-673-8888

DAT

3940 NORTH DEAN ROAD

OAT

World Leader in Test P;ep
and Admissions

names are reg.lstereCI trademarks

o(

OVIEDO 407-365-1999

ACT'

LSAT: Classes Starting 9/16/06, 10/7/06 & 10/14/06
GRE: Classes Starting 9/11/06, 9/23/06 & 10/7/06
GMAT: Classes Starting 9/17/06, 10/17/06 & 11/6/06
MCAT: Classes Starting 9/16/06 & 10/14/06
DAT & OAT: Classes Starting 9/16/06
PCAT: Classes Starting 9/9 /06

-..l~st

12240 LAKE UNDERHILL ROAD

SAT

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score. you can choose to repeat our program for. free or get a
full refund of your tuition.* * It's that simple.

ttteir respecth:e owl'lers.

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom . tutoring: or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within ~O days.

WATERFORD·LAKES 407-384-1221

PSAT

1020 LOCKWOOD BLVD

f i-iiii9--f *i4·!i-l
I 3 SINGLE TOPPING I
A LARGE SINGLE
I .CIABATTA PIZZAS I FULL
TOPPING PIZZA "A ND
ORDER OF WINGS
I
I
I
I
L J .
EXPIRES 10/31/06 051-535

NOTVALIO WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OR
OFFER. PLEASE MENTION COUPON
WHEN ORDERING. COUPON MUST BE
PRESENTED AT TIME OF PURCHASE.

EXPIRES 10/31/06 051-866

-
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t'Kt!:i:tNltOAl llME: 01- t>URCHASl'...
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II A MEDIUM SINGLE II A LARGE SINGLE
TOPPING PIZZA
TOPPING PIZZA
I
I
I
I
I
..
I
EXPIRES 10/31/06 051-699

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

NOTVAUOWffH ANY OTHER COUPON OR
OFFER. Pl.F.ASF. MENTION COUPON
WHEN ORDERING. COUPON MUST BE

l
I
l
l

1

-

•

1

•

NOTVALIOWITHANY OTHER COUPON OR
oFFF.R. PLEASE MENTION couPoN
WHEN ORDERING COUPON MUST BE
PRESENTED AT TIME OF PURCHASE.

j

EXPIRES.10/31/06 051-899

-

I

I

NOT VALID wrrt-1 ANY OTHER couPoN oR
OFFER PlEASE MHITION COUPON
Wl'IEN ORDERING COUPON MUST BE
PRESENTED AT TIME OF PURCHASE

~---~-------~-------

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classijieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By faX: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

~

407-447-4555

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day. potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF, and
Oviedo areas.· Must have own car and
cell phone and be avail. in AM. $8.00/hr.
407-276-2881

PAYMENT METHODS

CLASSIFICATIONS

viSA. MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 am. -5 p.m.·

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
ACTIVITIES/RETAIL SALES - need
energetic, upbeat people, must enjoy
working poolside entertaining the guest,
407-256-5853

WEB INTERNS WANTED! Orlando
Marketing Agency seeks interns
interested in learning how to apply their
programming skills in a "paperless"
office setting. Email
interns@belovedmarketing.com.
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The Winter Park Racquet Club
Afami~-.edathletk&sodal dub

·· ' <::
.,: "
",.. ·· ' ,.:::

Has the following
part time positions available:

~.

. . e;l"r \: (

Athletics & Recreation - Lifeguard*, Head Lifeguard*, Water Safety
Instructors*, &Sailing Instructors.
Contact: Matt- matt@wprc.net or (321) 282-9573
•

Mu~ be Ameri<an Red Cmss cmfied

Food &Beverage~ Servers, Pool Side Servers, Bussers &Bartenders.
Contact: Dominika - dominika@wprc.net or (407) 644-2226.

Flexible scheduling •Great Pay • Part time benefits
You may also apply via: Fax: (407) 644-5515
or at: The Winter Park Racquet Club· 2111 Via Tuscany Winter Park, FL

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Busines5 Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

c

c
c

B
B
B
A
A
B

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
·For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Traver
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B

Ready for that truly moulh·watering
opportunity? The one that makes you wonder
what you've been doing. Where you've
been. And what you 've been missing.

-

········- ...................•.•.•.•••........................

NOVI HIRING ALL
POSITIONS
Restaurant Management. Shift Coordinators
&

Rate(

$9
$()

$}8
$}2

First issue:
Each addl issue:

· • Pricing indudes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

LA/ORLANDO MANAGEMENT SEARCH ...

Earn.$15 in new research study ·
conducted in Research Park.
Requires approx. 1 hour
Info: email kimsushil@gmail,com

BASS GUITAR PLAYER

Learn to be a lawyer before

Closing Coordinatorffitle Agent

'ORIGNAL' ROCK BAND

Italian restaurant now hiring in Avalon
Park. Servers and Delivery drivers. Close
to UCF. Apply in person to:
3564 Avalon Park East Blvd. Suite B205
Orlando, FL-32828
Publix Shopping Center
Immediate opening for full, part-time, and
on-call team members. Work in nearby
Wintec Park in spectacular country club
setting. We need individuals with positive
attitudes and profession.al demeanors to
be banquet servers, bartenders, servers,
server assistants, and ground staff. We
offer competitive salary and ben.efits
including: free meals, tuition
reimbursement, complimentary Monday
golf, and full-time health benefits.
Interlachen Country Club
2245 Interlachen Court
Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone: 407-657-0850
Fax: 407-657-5037
cnaples@interlachenccfl.com
Person needed to draft and make take
off from blueprints both commercial and
residential Prr and Frr needed.
Construction office located downtown.
Please contact Johan office manager at
407-947-6137

Servers and Pizza Cooks
needed for Pizzeria Valdlano Baldwin
Park location. PT/FT. Benefits avail.
for FT. Exp. req. Call Joe 407-620-0345
INTERNS WANTED) National Marketing
& Promotions Agency in Orlando seeks
interns interested in hands-on exp. Work
directly under company President
Email interns@belovedmarketing.com.

bilingual, title and mortgage experience
req'd. The Crest at Waterford Lakes
www.thecrestlife.com, (407) 737-4442

$25/HOUR (ORLANDO REHEARSALS WEEKNIGHTS)

With lnt'I co. Travel opportunities.
$7-$8/hr +Benefits! FT, Full-face
theatrical face painting in Or1ando
theme parks. We train.
Call : 407-240-6380

CHECKOUT:

Part-time delivery driver, starting pay
$10-$12/hr includes tip. Full-time/ Parttime dishwasher, must have at least 1
year experience. Starting pay $8/hr + tips.
Call 407-658-6615

WWW.MYSPACE.COM/ROBBYRED
.
'
FOR AUDITION SONGS

125

CALL 267-879-9682
-OREMAIL TRIPGUY2000@AOL.COM

Mystery Shoppers
Earn up to $150 per day. Exp. not
required. Undercover shoppers
needed to Judge Retail and Dining
Establishments Call 800-722-4791

mEDIH PRODUCTIOn

$ 100 Sign-On Bonus

Emerging audiovisual & event company
seeks falented
Multimedia Designers &
Live Production experts·
(Director, Cam~ra, Sound! Light, Video)

Immediate PM Shilt Available!
Bring your School Schedule and ..
·
we will set you up
with a Work Schedule
that is convenient for you!

(

www.thinkcybis.com/join-us

• $8.00 per hour guaranteed .
• $8 - S1S/hr average
• Weekly Paychecks
•Paid Training .
•Flexible Schedules AM/PM
• Competitive Environment iiliif8:i
• Growth Opportunitites

Experience, bilingual, & computer skills.
Waterford Lakes area.
(407) 737-4442
• Prr and Frr Positions Available
Looking for Male or Female
companions/personal ca~e work w/
special needs adults. Flex. hours.
$9.50/hr 407-733-0029

Call & Set-Up and Immediate Interview!
North Orlando/UCF: (407) 678-9700
3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6 • Winter Park 32792

Paralegal

South Orlando: (407) 243-9400

litle experience, bilingual preferred.
Waterford Lakes area (407) 737-4442

Apply Online: www.OialAmerica.com/WinterPark

NOW HIRING

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••

SPORTS REPS
TO ACQUIRE CORPORATE SPONSORS
FOR CHARITY GOLF TOURNAMENTS

Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••

Please visit your local BK or visit us
I

I

I

I

·-------------------------------------------~

Burger King Corporation is aa Equal Opportunity Employer aacl maintains a
cll'ug·ll'eo workplace. TM ancl @) 2006 Burger King Brands, Inc• .IUl rights reserved.

Sporting events include golf toumaruenta, bowla-tbons. Youth football camps. softball/flag
footooll!socce·r tournaments. running events & more_
Ifinterested in working your own hours
earning weekly pay.
contact J. Harris at 321.231.2111, or e-mail vour
resume to jbarris@teanmmg.com ·

~J
•:• ·
U.S. AIR l"ORCE

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

':'~~ ~?,N~Gp~..~~!!

I~----------------------~--------------------~I

~

PLUS 0/o OF ALL REVENUE

Team Members

www.bkcareers.com

.

Artist - Unique Opportunity!

Outdoor Marketing Crew Needed.
Work flexible hours, close to home.
Great hourly pay + bonuses. For more
info. Call 321-262-1224

Unwrap Something Better

Rate B

$6
$4

Servers Wanted PT/FT
No exp necessary. Energetic people
w/ positive attitudes. Only 20 min from
UCF. Come in between 9 and 5.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.

FT Receptionist

I.GA

Rate A

Prr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon .net** •
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

law school. Fast paced local practice
seeking bright, motivated individuals
considering law school and have 1-2
years left before going. Fax Resume
407-648-4614

Now hiring childcare professionals who love children
and need flexible hours. We are also hiring hair wrappers
and braiders.
Please call 407-828-0920 ext. 0 to schedule an interview.

Rate

R•O+T•C
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply' for available scholarships.

Incentives· Up to .$15,000 tuitio~ per year ..
include. • $600 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($250-:$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

you called
Jenny yet?

Have

CONSULTANTS/SALES & CUSTOMER SERVICE
NOW HIRING THROUGHOUT ORLANDO!
EARN MONEY FOR SCHOOL!

'

Seeking motivated people to fill several
openings for Weight Loss Consultant/Sales
and Customer Service Positions.

~I

WE OFFER:

Disney Character and Look-a-like Performer
and Skilled Parade Dancer Audition
Select performers will be eligible for premium pay incentives.

September 16 • 2 p.m.
Universjty of Central Florida: University Tech Center {UTC)
l2565 Research Parkway •Orlando, FL • 32826
.Arrive early to register and wear comfortable attire for a movement and animation exercise.
Disney Character Look-a-like Performers will al~o train as costumed character performers.

For more information visit

DisneyAuditions.com
or coll the Wa/1Disney World" Jobline at

407.828.1000

•
*
*
•

Paid Training/Certification
Full & Part-Time Positions
Excellent Benefits & Paid Time Off
Generous Discounts & AdVancement

Must have 6 months sales or customer service experience·
and be able t o work some evenings and weekends.

Call or apply online today:

1-888-848-9675
www.jennycraig.greatjob.net

Media Code~ AFM Job Code: 9010C

.,
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

lrri'j1 HELP WANTED:

SUDOKU

~General

Brand New 4/2 renting for $1,500/mo.
Avalon Park 15619 Kalihna Court
Orlando, FL 32828 .
Call Rosa Fischer 407-733-2936

•

EARN

Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes I Built In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, MaHland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home from
$1250 and up or share from $375 and
up, master $575 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
joint lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
Call 407-716--0848, 407-334-6658
Nancepropertylnvestments.com

UP.TO
$170/MO.

donating ·
plasma regularly
•

UNIVERSITY/SEMORAN AREA:
2BR/2BA condo near UCF. $900/mo.
plus security. No Pets.
Call 407-657-5451

···············-----······

SPECIAl

~10 OFFER

Room for rent in 4BR home. 1 mi from
UCF off University. Hot tub, pool table,
internet, cable $500/mo. Avail now 772359-2797

New·Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

Room for Rent in a NEW 3/2 home just
15 min. away from UCF *countless
amenities. Upper classmen preferred,
responsible female ok with NO pets &
NO parties. $650 + 1/2 Ulil. Rent is
NEGOTIABLE if paid for in advance for
the Fall. 321-229-4462

···-························
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•
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Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes 2, 3, 4 & 5
bedroom, $1,250 & up.
407-760-0768

Oviedo Luxury Townhouse- Biltmore
3BD/2.5BA, garage, screened patio,
gated community, pool, jogging, close to
Oviedo Mall, $1600/month
· ·Call 407-249-0046 or 407-484-8505

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating .
plasma regularly.. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with v~rious illnesses.

""

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasina.com
321-235-9100

Orlando's hottest new concept ls,_uroWIRg last
· .. · and h-rlnu lor a111usttions1 · . ·
Now accepting applications for Waterford Lakes location
Coming soon: Heathrow,Veranda Park at MetroWest,
Downtown, The Villages ,

We are seeking individuals who are passionate abou~

FLATBHEAD CO .

COLLECTORS WANTED!
<"-:'rz'
~·
'j Fr~)
,~Clti.w ;..,. v

and exceeding guest expectations.

Urban Flats® is a casual dining destination
''featuring an eclectic fusion of ancient world style
flatbreads using the freshest ingredients inspired by
the region and season.

Urban Flats
' 60 I N. New York Avenue
· Winter Park, FL 32.789.
407-478~3045

email: resumes@urbanflats.net

~J;

lookio;l~';pplicants that are, a~·bitious,
· energetic &self-motivated. ,
' Flexible Hours ·
Fun Work Enviroment
PT &FT Positions Available
Please email resume to: scott@jnrcollects.(om
or fax: (407)67Hl529

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS

Customer Service

bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new people.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
· Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

•Monday thru Friday
·Day and Night Shifts
• Comfortable office

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team, apply at
www ..recruit.redbullmet.com.

Red Bull"
~~
ENERGY DRINK

PfT Fitness Technicians
Curves, the world's largest fitness
organization for women is seeking
ene.rgetic, sales oriented, reliable
individuals to join our team. CPR
certification rq'd. Sales exp. preferred.
Send re!!ume to curvesucf@yahoo.com or fax to 407-971-3772. Hourly+
commission. Located near UCF!
CHRISTIAN PRESCHOOL TEACHERS
for Afternoons M-F (2:00-6:00 P.M.)
NEEDED FOR Union Park Christian
School, 10301 East Colonial Drive,
Orlando. If you love children and the
Lord, call 407-282-0551.
Help Needed. Part-time housekeeper, to
clean lodging rooms and guest areas.
Candidate must be friendly, reliable, and
· trustworthy. Must be able to work
weekend days. Retreat Center located in
Oviedo. Please call Alison at
(407) 365-5571 ext. 1O.

Female student wanted for
Waterford Landing apartment. Fully
furnished. One mile away from UCF.
$530JMO Includes utlls.
Call 954-304-4333
Another room avail. for clean, quiet
and resp..N/S male senior or
· graduate student In 312 home near
UCF. Fully furnished, screened-In
patio with 25 person In-ground
jacuzzi, home theatre system
w/stadlum seating, prof. pool table,
W/D, digital ca.ble, high-speed
wireless Internet, security system
and lawn care. All util. Incl. $525/mo.
Move-In ASAP. Call 407-709-5098.
Spacious rooms available in New Home
minutes from UCF and VCC. All utilities
included, $500/month.
407-736-1116

1 SUBLEASE FOR PEGASUS
LANDING!
3 BEDfJ BATH, FURNISHED;
AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. $540/MO. CALL 954-4440010 (CELL)
1/1 i(i a 4/4 avail in Riverwind Apts.Less
than 5 min from UCF,also provides a
shuttle service.$530/mo/util incl.Females
only. Call 561-307-3373

3 bedroom 2 bath home built in 1999.
Ceramic tile floors. Large fenced
· backyard. All appliances & home
warranty included. MLS # 04706823.
$226,000. Contact Kim Zajan RE/MAX
Central Realty 407-620-7869
www.KimZajan.com
CONDO FOR SALE. Near UCF &
Valencia $174,900, 2/21, 111 sq. ft.
Gated Comm. 2nd floor, Steven Tanner
Florida Executive Real Estate ·
407-756-0848 / S.Tanner@earthlink.net
Country living, city convenience. 413
home on wooded acre. Close to UCF.
Large workshop, RV & boat cover.
See: www.home.earthllnk.net/-lkgadr
for photos, Info. Margie 407-365-9090.

Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in,Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-827-1255
'Sales Assistant/Trainee Sales Person.
Florida Real Estate License Req'd
Condominium community sales center,
Lake Mary area, M-F 10a.m.-6p.m.
Assist Sales Team by answering phones,
greeting prospects, computer input of
visitor data, brochure compilation, ;:;ales
assistance. Energetic, personable, and
ambitious person sought. Training will be
provided. Fax resume 561-835-8133, or
e-mail kpope@bulldingsolutionsllc.com

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

2 rooms available in 3/2 house. Utllities,(water, electric, internet, and cable),included in rent. Mastefbed $650. -Other
rooni $515. For more info.,call Tara 407.
967-1947.
4/2- Lk Underhill/Dean Rd, Incl Cable,
W/D, Lawn Main!, Pest Control. $1450
mo+ $1450 sec 407-506-4655

Promotions Director
Looking for a MEGA great job? Then join
La Mega WNUE 98.1 FM as our
Promotions Director. This exciting and
challenging role will work with sales and
programming to further the station's
market position through concert events,
special promotions, on-air giveaways
and other offsite events. To be
considered you must have a background
in radio promotions and be bilingual
English/Spanish. Senp resume and
cover letter to la~.evajob@megastations.
net. M~a is an EOE.

ROOMMATES

$375/mo. Avail. Now! Large bedroom in
house for rent. Screened pool, high
speed Internet, cable, W/D, garage & full
kitchen. Clean, drug free, NS. Mins to
UCF & Valencia. Call 321 -243-7170 or
email ditlet@aol.com.
4BD/2BA completely furnisheq, $500 +
sha.re of electricity. Internet, W ID, nonsmoker, no pets.
Call 407-399-2984
4/2.5 bath, 2400 sqlf!. new home. Gated
community w/ t!ommunity pool.
$600/month per room. Call 407-697-2<' 0 1

The Crest at Waterford Lakes
Stop paying rent!
$2500 moves you ih. No closing costs.
www.thecrestlife.com Call (407) 737-4442

TOWNHOME FOR SALE IN AVALON
PARK. Close to UCF & downtown.
Lots of upgrades & amenities. Owner
motivated, let's deal! Call Joey Jackson
at 407-207-1088 for a showing.
10 MINUTES FROM UCF
Former student has 4/2 home for sale.
Eat-n kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar. ·
Motivated to sell. $237,900. Call Joyce
at Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837
Brand New 2006 .Home. Avalon
Park/UCF area. Gated community with
community pool. 2400 sq ft, 4/2.5 bath. 2
story.
$420k. Call 407-697-2481
LIKE NEW, 4/2.5 bath w/ 2,541 sq. ft.
New kitchen, app, wood floors, open
floor plan. Close to UCF and 417,
Winter Park SCHOOLS! $330K
Jeff Reupert, Anne Rogers Realty
321 c287-0697 www.J~ffReupert.com
3BD/2BA BRAND NEW two-story
gated condo w/ garage. Includes pool
and clubhouse. 25 min. to UCF.
$1400/MO.
Call 407-451 -9829
Stop paying reht & own a country club
style luxury condo. $2500 moves you in.
The Crest at Waterford Lakes near UCF.
Homes are selling fast! 407-737-4442
Condominium for sale 2bd/2ba located 1
mile north of UCF in Hunter's Reserve
Huge living· room and kitchen. 1200 sq.
ft. $195,000 407-365-4774 Ask for Susan

Attention UCF students
Don't throw away rent, Invest! Perfect
housing for 3 students. 31212 just a
bike ride away. Pond, sc,.. porch,
shed. $280K 561·289-,247
14296 Rensfelaer Road

8 2

Fill in the grid so.
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.co~

CROSSWORQ
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
27

42
43
45
47
48

TOWNHOUSE FOR ·RENT
approx. 1 mile from UCF campus
2bd/2ba wnott, W/D, dishwasher,
patio, pets ok. Avail. August
Hurry, wont last!!! $795/mo.
Call 954-648-6644

1

5
7
3
1 7 2
4
9
2
3
7 8
4
15 9
8
2
................. ..........
1
2

Pegasus Pointe Apartment

Avalon Park Area. Gated community
with pool, close to UCF. Call Leslie
407-948-2647

6
-·······

available. 2/2, 3rd floor, vaulted ceilings,
private bathroom, 12x12 rooms, pool,
tennis courts, basketball courts, exercise
room, game room, witeless, utilities
included, Florida pre-paid accepted.
Only $610/mo. Call 772-269-3108.

Brand New Townhome 3/2.5.

© Puzzles by Pappocom
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ACROSS
Type of revolver
Culture medium
Two quartets
combined
Away from the
wind
Additional
amount
Vibrant
Sawyer's friend
Has a bite
Fables
Apparent
Violent outburst
Spanish lady
Very unlikely
Arrest
In an aimless
manner
Greek letter
Took a nap
Inexact
Unctuous
Actress Barkin
Tie
Wept
Down source
UFO crew
''The Flintstones·
epoch
Distress letters
Large quantity
Muss up
X number of
Places of
worship
Kind of panel or
power
Hired muscle
Kitchen utensils
Chris of tennis
Protracted
Dieter's word
Harvests
Some voice
votes
Adam's
grandson

DOWN
1 Coffeehouses
2 Drink garnish
3 Russian
revolutionary
4 Sinew
5 Will ing to follow
advice
6 Fall guy

.,

© 2006 Tribune Media servic<!s, lne.
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7 Creative skill
8 Began again
9 Breakfast cereal
1O Thunder sound
11 Roofer's
material
12 Nights before
13 Trial run
21 Important times
23 Miscalculate
25 Answered
28 Affirmative
action?
29 Made haste
30 Future DA's
exam
31 Poisonous
evergreens
32 Fierce mythical
birds
33 Trumpeter Al
34 Mixed bag
36 With tasteful
beauty
39 Longing
41 Rainy-day funds
44 Abandons
46 Part of SRO
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·Last issue solved
49 Team's top
pitcher
51 Lithe
54 Killed, as a
dragon
55 Slowly, in music
56 Double bends

57
58
59
60

Manipulator
Relocate
Not guilty, e.g.
Infield cover,
briefly
61 Salad fish
64 Soil turner

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

FOR SALE:
I~
~ Automotive
1997 Toyota Paseo 62,000 miles, 5
speed, good condition $3500 OBO
Call: 321-388-1599

t..~l)lh~
o·o N,n Tl"'o" N._l:' ·

Air Hockey Table. In great condition,
barely used. Electronic scoreboard
comes with four pucks and pushers.
Retail $1,000 asking: $475 /OBO. Call
754-224-7479. Pies available..

Egg Donors Needed

. Up to $10,000

Lay-Z-Boy double recliner loveseat.
Sage green microfiber. 2 years old.
Exe. condition. $350 Pies avail.407-322-5768 nyoung1947@cfl.rr.com
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized f " slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available.
407-831-1322

Kind, Healthy, Responsible

Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes

....

Jewish/Asian/European

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331 -1941

Mattress Sets for Sale
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still In factory plastic. Twin Sets $100,
Full Sets $11 O, Queen Sets $160.
Can Deliver! (407) 846-8822

Athlete/Ta!l/Dimples
MusicallyI Artistically Gifted
High ACT/SAT a Plus!
Call.(800} 563-0098

or
www.LovingDon11tion.com
Math Tutoring. Conege Algebra,
Trigenometry, Analytical Geometry, Cal
1/2, Differential Equations. $20/hr
Call Ryan 407-797-8895. Ref. Avail.
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573

Computer Xperts
Forget the Geeks. Get an Xpert!
**Locally owned
**Virus and Spyware Removal
**Training
**Fast Onslte Service
**Networking
••small Business Support
www.computerxpertsinc.com
407-230-7585

1m

Remarkable, powerful, outstanding,
exciting offer from Verizon online DSL.
The best value in broadband just got
better! Just call 212-560-4363 and
mention program code S3SOBZY8.
Piano Classes by an experienced
teacher. Open to all ages. All kinds of
music available. Lessons include piano, ·
and keyboard. Call Pam 407-276-0750.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bass Guitar Player AudHlon for
original rock band. $25 per hour
(rehearsals in Orlando) + percentage
of all revenue. Rehearsals
weeknights 6-1 Opm. Check out www.myspace.com/robbyred call
267-879-9682

Loving family to" care for your babies in
our Oviedo home. Monday thru Friday
7:30am to 5:30pm. Please call Linda
today for an interview. 407-366-0123
FRENCH TUTORING
Exp.· French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482-2343.

Florida's Hottest Adult Dancers!
Male/Female Exotic entertainers for
whatever your reason to party! $25 OFF
when you mention this ad.
wWw.socoentertalnment.com or
407.227.1485 $$-ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT-$$

.

"
..

Compensation!!!

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used. ·
407-831-1322

..

:

Bass Guitar Player Audition for
original rock band. $25 per hour
(rehearsals In Orlando) + percentage
of all revenue. Rehearsals
weeknights 6-10pm. Check out www.myspace.com/robbyred call
267-879-9682

www.GraduateWith1OOK.com
Stop renting and graduate with $$$ in .the bank
Let us teach you how to buy a house with no money oout of
your pocket so that when you graduate you C<?uld have
saved $30,000 to $100,000. All you need is goood credit
•......__
(we will check for FREE) and some frie~ds
to rent the other rooms.
Call Tommy Weclew at 321-947-3330
TommyTheRealtor@yahoo.com

THE REALTY MEDICS
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